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IMAGINATIVE STORIES
FOR GRADE TWO
Harriet J Parsons

INTRODUCTION
The following ten stories were created as part of a
group project under the leadership of Dr. Helen Murphy.
The stories, written at second grade level, are based on
the Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Remedial
Reading Vocabulary plus a supplementary list of words from
three or m:ore commonly used basal systems.

3THE EROG mo ELEW AWAY
" Jig-a-rum, " said Dusty Green, the frog, who was
sitting on an old brown stone in the shiny pond. "Jig-
a-ruml I’d like a big green fly for dinner."
A little elf who was looking at himself in the blue
pond neard Dusty Green.
"I’ll get you a big green fly every day," said Elf,
"if you will do something for me."
"There is nothing I like better than a big green fly,"
said 73usty Green. "What can I do for you?"
The elf came very, very near the frog and whispered so
no one could hear.
"If you will go far down in the pond, as far as you can
go," said Elf, "jrou v/ill see something bright and beauti-
ful. It is a shiny red stone, and the one who has the
stone can wish fcr anything at all, and it will be his.
Bring the stone to m.e, and I v;ill get you your dinner."
" Eig-a-rum, " said Dusty Green. "That is not a very he.rd
thing to do," and SplashI he was gone before Elf could
stop him.
Sure enough, far down in the pond was a beautiful red
stone. Dusty Green took it in his mouth, but as he
started back to the top he thought, "’'Why should I give
this stone to Elf? If I keep it I can have any wish at all
So he did not go back to the place wnere Eli was. He
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4sat upon a log, and with the red stone in his ir.outh he Kade
s wish.
"I wish I had ten big green flies right now," he said.
And when he looJced around there were ten big green flies
beside hirr. Dusty Green ate a good dinner.
Then he thought, "’JVhy should I wish for flies when I can
have anything at all? I wish I were a bird in the sky so
that I might fly far away." And as he made the wish Dusty
Green saw wings on hi s back, and soon there were green
fea^tners all over him. He tried his wings and found that he
could fly. He flew for a. long time. It was cold as night
came, and he was tired.
"I v/ish I were in a warm nest in a tree," said Dusty
Green. But this time his wish did not comie true. Then he
saw that he had lost the red stone.
Dusty Green wa,B Yevy much a,fraid, for he did not know
where to go or what to do. He just flew on.
As he had been gone from the shiny pond a long time, the
Elf got very angry because he knew Dusty Green had the red
stone. He went to the biggest elf and told himi what had
happened. The biggest elf was very angry, too, and he told
the elves to find uusty Green. The elves asked the birds
and all the animals to look for Dusty Green and the red
stone. A deer ca.me back with the red stone, that he had
found on the log where the frog had left it, but no one
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could find Dusty Green.
Poor Dusty Green was flying high in the sky. How he
wished tha.t he were a. frog once more in the shiny pond
with big green flies to eat. But there was nothing he
could do. So he flew on and on and on.
And for all I know he is still flying. Perhaps if you
look very hard on a good day, you may see a funny green
bird with big eyes like a frog. That will be Dusty Green.
But this story comes to a happy end, for the little elf
with the red stone goes about making every wish come true,
and he gets big green flies for the other frogs v/ho stayed
in the shiny pond.
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A mm)Y RIDE
Did you ever ride on a star? Johnny Green can tell you
about it.
One night the wind blew harder and harder. Johnny could
not hold on to the bag he was taking home from the store.
Ch, mjyJ It blew out of h:is hand and down the street*
Johnny tried to catch it, and his cap blew off. Then the wind
picked him up by the coat tails, and he could not stay on his
feet. MyJ MYI He was so afraidi He wished he had stayed home.
He wished he had not gone to the store for the candy that his
mother said he should not eat before supper.
Ihe wind blew him right up on top of a church. He was
holding on when the clock began to ring six, and he wa,s so
afraid he let go.
Around he went, up, up in the sky.
'•Oh, m.yl" cried he. "I will not eat that candy if someone
will Just let me down on the ground."
The big yellow moon juso com.ing up laughed at him.
"You need to be rolled around a bit, Johnny Green. You
don’t mind your mother." And the m*oon gave him a bump that
made him roll over and over.
"Ch, oh!" he cried. "Please let me go home. I’ll mind m^3^
mother. I’ll do everything she says."
"Who, who?" laughed an owl in a tree top. And he flew at
Johnnv and beat his wings so that Johnny put nis hands over
his face.
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"Please, ¥t , Owl, taice me home." But the owl flew away.
"Well," said a star, laughing at him from benind the moon,
"V/ill you do everything your mother tells you? Will you help
her with the dishes? Will you eat your c'-ndy after supper?"
"Oh, yes, ii you will only tajce me home." Johnny cried
very hard.
The star picicea him up, and after a few turns this way and
trjat, they flew to the ground.
The star stopped near the door so quickly that Johnny’s
head got a. bumjp.
"Oh oh I" said Johnny, "that hurt." But the star was gone.
The ^vind had stopped blowing.
Johnny got up slowly and went into the house. You may be
sure that from that night on he helped hi s m.other with the
di shes
.
And he never ate candy before supper a-gain.
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TIM IN RADIO LAND !'
ij
One nignt a sleepy little boy was looking at a story on
the radio. I say "looking at" because you could see the ;
story as well as hear it. It was a television radio.
"Tim," called the little boy’s mother, "time for bed."
"O.K., Mother," said Tim.
j
,
The story was just about over. The Elf Man was taking a I
lost kitty home to the mother cat.
Suddenly Tim looked up. There, on top of the radio, stood !
a small brown man and a wee black kitty.
"It’s the Elr Man," whispered Tim. He was just a little
afraid of the small man who could cha.nge so quickly into a
mouse, or a fox, or a bird or anything at all.
"Mew," said the kitty, "who are you?"
"The little boy’s name is Tim, Kitty. You should be quiet.'
And the Eli Man pulled Kitty’s tail, and Kitty cried out.
"Now, Tim, please jumip up here on the radio. I want to
show you my new flying automobile."
' Elf Man held out his hands, and before Tim could say "Oh"
three times he was flying up on the radio and sitting in a
red and yellow airmobile,
Kitty, in a beautiful black and wnite suit, was the pilot.
Tim and Elf Man sat in the back. Elf Man did not talk as the
airmobile flew by shining ponds and green woods.
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"Where are we going, iUlr Man?" asked Tim. li
'I
I:
Ell Man wavea a wee brown hand. "Here is your answer,
j
[
Tim. Just look arouna."
j|
i'
All Tim could see were a lot or poles with wires on them.
1
l|
Eir Man laughed at himi.
j:
"Tnis is Raaio Land, Tim. Kitty is going to put the
airmobile away. Then I shall take you to see the Radio
People .
"
"Put wnere do tney live, Eli Man?"
"You will see." Ell lian hopped out of the airmobile as
Kitty flew It up to the door of a bird house v/here it was
kept,
"Come on, Timi," said Elf Man, "here we gol"
Tim ?/as like a bee flying along. Then he was on the
ground and standing right near, one of the poles.
"Hello!" Tim looked up. A laugning little boy flew along
the wires and down the pole.
"Tnis is 7;nere I live," he said, "Will you come in?"
"I have to leave you, Tim," said Elf Man, "Kitty and I
nave to see the Story Lady about tomorrow nignt’s radio play."
Ell Man stcrted away.
"Mew," said Kitty, "we shall see you soon."
Tim and the boy went into the little house in the pole.
"My name is Jim," said the boy, "I am the one who m.akes all
tne big noises you hear when the Story Lady has a play on the
radio .
"
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"Now," said Jiir, "will you come into my shop and hear
some of m.y noises?"
In the shop wex-e all kinds of things that made noise.
"Oh, boy! V/hat a drum!" cried Tim. The drum sang as Jim
|
tapped it.
j
"That is for noises that roar," he said. !
Tim had lun looking at things, ringing bells, banging pans,'
and blowing the little horns that the Story Lady had for the
j
radio plays.
j
Soon there was a tap at the door, and in flew the Old
j
Goose who lived in Radix) Land.
"Hello!" he said. "So here you are, Tim. Elf Man told m.e
you were comdng."
Tim ran benind little Jim.
"Do not be afraid," Jim la.ughed. "Old Goose is a good old
bird.
"
"Come, Tim," said uld Goose, "I am going to take you for a
ride on my back. Jump up."
"I wish I could stay longer, Jim. Good-by and thanac you
I or showing me everything." Tim; waved as Old Goose slowly
flew up into the sky. he flew along for a few mdnutes.
Then he stopped on a pole that had a pretty white house on to]
of it.
"Hello! Let us in."
The door opened, hittj^ was there and iili Man, too.
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"V/ell, Tim. So here you are," said someone.
Tim looked around. The Story Lady was standing near a
table making some dinner.
"If you will sit down we shall eat right away. There is
not much time. Elf Man has to fly back to get a little dog
for our play tomorrow night."
"'jVhy don't you take my dog, Bing?" said Tim. "He can do
a lot 01 things for you."
"Perhaps v<re shall," said the story Lady. "Now eat all
your dinner. You still have a long ride."
Tim was not very hungry. But everything was very good,
and he ate all his dinner.
Story Lady smiiled. "Now you must go with Elf Man, but I
want you to come again."
"Thank you. Story Lady. I want to see m.ore of Hadio Land.'^'
Kitty flew the airmobile to the door, and they hopped in.
Tim thought he might go to sleep on the way home. The ride
was long, but at last he saw the street where he lived. Ell
Man helped him out of the airmobile.
"I’ll be back for Bing tomorrow night," he said. "Goodby.'
"Goodby, Elf Man. Remember," called Tim. The red and
yellow airmobile flew so high that it looked orange.
"Mew. Goodby." A black paw waved out the window.
"Oh, dear," said Tim. "I’d better get into bed before
Mother rinds out I am up." As he fell asleep he wished very
hard that Eli Man might rem-ember to com.e back another night.
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AU ELF LEAVES HOME
A litule elf lived all alone in a pine cone in the forest.
Each day he went about doing nis worF. ne put pine needles
under the trees, so that the squirrels and rabbits could play
and dance without making a noise. The pine needles made a
beautiiul rug in the forest.
But the elf was tired of m s work. He wished he could fly
to new places like the birds. He wanted to see and hear new
tilings.
One day tne elf came out of his pine cone and started down
tne path to tne city. He met a blue bird and asked him for
a riae. The blue bird took him as far as l![rs. G-reen's yard,
where the blue bird hoped to find some bread crumbs.
It was winter, and there was no grass or anything to eat
for the birds. The ground was cold and hard.
"Oh," thought the elf, "how cold and hard this yard is.
It is not beautiful like the pine needle rug in the forest."
So he ashed a robin to carry himi on to the city. In the
city, ne tnought, there might be brignt lights and pretty
things to see. The robin took him to the park in the city
and left him near a sm.all pond.
"How dark one pona isl" thougnt the elf. "It is not
pretty like the pond in the forest." And as he looked
arouna he saw all the p^ ers and crumbs that people had
left on the ground. The elf wa.s very di sappointea.

14
In every place he looked there was nothing hut dirt. The
elf thought there was nothing bdautiful to see. 'ihe streets
were hard and cold. The cars and buses and people made too
much noise. The elf wished he had not come.
So he asked a red bira to take him back to the forest.
How glad the rabbits and squirrels were to see him again]
How warm and bright his little pine cone was I How good it
was to see the beautiful pine needle rug once again]
"I shall always stay in the forest,” said the elf. There
is no place as beautiful as this.”
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BILLY’S BACK
ii
Cnee there was a little boy called Billy who never sat up
rail. His Fotner was always telling him to sit up tall. His
teacher was always telling him to sit up tall. Even the boys
and girls at school told him to sit up tall.
But Billy liked to slide dov/n in his chair and put his
feet up on the chair in front of him. The girl in front often
had dirt on her dress from. Billy’s feet.
Billy’s back began to get rcund because he aid not sit up.
His head did not look right because M s back ¥>ras round. The
teacher did not know what to do with him. One day she said,
"Billy, see if you can moke your back as straight as your
ruler.
"
So for a little time Billy sat up tall. ±5ut he soon bega.n
to sliue. HIS back got round, and hi s feet went up, and his
head lay on the back of the chair. But tM s time when he did
it, somiething happened to his ruler. He wa.nted to make a
line on his paper, but he could not make a straight line.
And when he looked at the ruler he saw that it was almost
round, not straight. He was so surprised that he sat up tall
to look at it, and when he did the ruler got straight, too.
He thought he was seeing things, so he did not tell the
teacher, wno was busy.
He put his feet up and put his head back again, looking
at the ruler all uie oime. And as his back got round the
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ruler got round, too. i|
]]
* He heard soireone wri sper, "Sit up." He was so afraid
j!
I li
i li
' that he sat up straight the rest of tne day. The teacher il
j
saw him, hut she did not say a word, she was surprised, "coo. ||
i
''
! The aay after tnat, wnen stilly came to school, he did not ,
;i
sit up straight, ne wanted to see if the same thing jl
happened again. Hut ri s ruler did not get round.
!|
"Billy," said the teacher, "are you going to be as stradght|l
as your ruler today?" As she said that, Hilly’s ruler got
j
straignter and straighten, and Billy sat up very tall, for l|
he could hear the little v/hisper sa3?-ing, "Sit upj Sit upj"
After that Billy’s ruler never got round again, but every
time Billy did not sit up he could hear the little whisper
saying, "Sit up, sit up."
Ana, do you Know, Hilly’s back got straight, and his head
began to look rignt because hs back was straight, and Hilly
aia much better work because his head was on right. Ana the
girl in front of nimi was glaa because her aress aid not get
dirt on it from Billy’s feet.
Soon Billy’s ruler did not have to say "Sit up" for Hilly
had the straightest back in the school room.
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SPRING GLEANING
Tiie rain arops nad met to see v/here they could have their
snrj.ng party.
"Shall we have it in tne lield?" asiced one.
"No, we should have it in the woods," said another.
"I have thougnt or sometning," said a third. "We should
ask March wind wnere he wants it, t'or he will surely be there."
They went running off to find March wind.
jMov/ March wind is a very wild wind, as you know, and he
Plows all over the place. 'A/hen the rain drops founa him he
had just com.e from the city.
"March wma, " they sa^a to him, "where shall we have our
spring party?"
The wind thought a minute. Then he said, "before we have
a party I think we should do some work."
"WorkI" they all cried, "work! Spring is a happy time;
it is not a time for worxl"
"I think It is, little rain drops," answered the wind.
"I have just come from the city, and I saw a lot of work to
be done."
"Well, all right," said the rain drops, "what do you want
us to do?" The March wind blew them on to the city.
"Look there," he said, "see the dirt in the streets and on
the winaows. bet us uo some spring cleaning;"
At once the rain drons got to v/ork. When tne wmuows were
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shining March wind hlew all the papers out or the streets,
j
and the snail bits of grass here ana there turnea green as
|
I
tne rain drops danced over them. At last it looked as if
|
spring had cone to the city.
j
Then the March wind saia to the rain drops, "How we can
have a party; our work is well done."
i5ut tiie rain drops liked their work in the city so much
that they all saia. "Let us woric some more, i^et us go to the
farmer’s garden. •• ao that was the "party" they had. They
danced around the seeds and tiie plants, and everything began
to grow, and it looked as if spring had come to the country.
"What a line tine we have had," said the rain arojjs. "it
was oetter than a part^ in tne wooas or in tne iield. xiet
ufi> dc iT-is every year, and we shall ask the March wind to
help us."
And that is how spring begins, when the rain drops go to
the city and to the country and do the spring cleaning.
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THE SCNG OF HAPFIMESS
9
Cnee there was a little girl, v/ho lived in a house just
like yours, in a small town near a big river. The little
girl’s name ^vas Jane.
Jane was like other girls, hut there v/as one thing that
made her cry. She could not sing. Each time she opened her
mouth to sing there was no song at all. She could talk, hut
she could not sing.
One day as she was walking near the hig river she heard a
pretty song. She stopped to hear it all, and there on a
branch sat a little bird singing hi s best song for her.
"Litule bird, I wish I could sing lijoe you," she said.
"Will you teach nie your song?"
"Yes, if I could, but I don’t icnow how," said the little
bird. "Why not ask the big river to teach you? He sings
many songs.”
So Jane walked on beside the river.
"River," she asiced, "I like your song very much. Will you
give it to m,e?"
"I can not give you my ® ng, " he answered. "Hut I can take
you to the windmdll. It may give you a song."
Jane got into a boat, and the river took her to a big old
windmill
.
"Please, windmill," asked Jane, "will you sing for me?"
But there was no wind that day, and the v/indmill said
never a word. Even the trees were still
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Jane began to wish n;ore than ever that she could sing.
She got back into the boat and went on down the river.
Soon she saw an old man in another boat. He was fishing.
And he v;as singing the n^ost beautiful song she ever heard.
There were no words to the song, but it made Jane happy just
to hear it.
"Give me your song, old man," she cried.
The old man looked up. "Was I singing?" he asked.
"Oh, yesi It was a beautiful song. How can I learn it?"
"Little girl," said the old man, "the song I sing is a
story a story that comes from my heart, a.nd it says;
"Be good, be true
In everything you do,
Ee fair, be kind,
Ajid happiness you rind."
If jrou can remiember this, little girl, you will always know
my song."
And as he smiled at her, Jane's boat went far down the
river. And as she opened her m^outh to call after him the
song cam.e into her heart, and she found that she, too,
could sing:
"Be good, be true
In everything I do,
Ee fair, be kind,
Axnd happiness I’ll Find."
At last the little girl had found a song, the Song of
Happiness
.
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An Cla man waljcea along the street. He v;as looking tor
soir;ething to eat. He stopped near a shop.
"If I had a penny," he said, "I could buy a roll."
He walked on. Hot far from the shop he saw a shiny penny
in the road.
"Ah, here is my dinner," said he. He turned to go hack to
the shop when he heard a little cry-- "Stop I A penny brings
good luck. Do not buy a roll v/ith me."
"What I" cried the Old Han. "The penny speaks J"
"Take me with you," cried the penny. So the Old Man again
walked down the road.
"I am hungry," he said, "but I can wait for my dinner."
He had not gone far when he miet a boy running very fast. The
father was running after the boy.
"Here, take this!" cried the boy, and he passed the Old
Man a fine coat. "I can not run fast with this coat."
"Oh," said the Old Man, "I nov; have a very fine coat."
"Here is luck for youl" said the penny.
"Yes," said the Old Man. "Perhaps a penny does bring good
luck." He walked along again. Then he m.et a man standing
near a beautiful hrrse.
"What is the miatter?" asked the Old Man.
"I'y horse has hurt his hoof," said the other. "I can not
ride him, and I am in a hurry."
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"Leave Jiiir with ine," said the Old Fan. "1*11 take care
of hiir, and you can tsk e a car where you are going."
"I guess I’ll ha.ve to do that," said the man. "Goodhy then.
Perhaps I shall see you again." The man went off.
"Well," said the Old Fan. "Kow I have a horse. Let me
see if I can do something to help him:." The Old Man looked
at the horse’s hoof and saw that there was a nail in it. The
Old Man took care of it and was very kind to the horse.
"When 3/0U are Letter, " he said to the horse, "I can ride
jm ."
"Sere is luck for youl" said the penny.
"Yes," said the Old Man. "The penny has "brought me good
luck.
"
Soon after that he was riding the horse along a road, and
he cam.e to a farm;.
"Oh," cried a lady. "Com.e help mel My house has caught
fire .
The Old Man got off the horse and ran to help her. He
put water on the fire, and it went out.
"You have been very kind," said the lady. "I should like
you to have dinner with me."
"That will please me very m.uch, " said the Old Mian.
"What luck I ha.ve "brought youl" cried the penny.
"Yes," said the Old M^an, "and what a better dinner this is
than a penny could have brought II
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THE KIKD LITTLE OLD WITCH
Once there was a little old witch wno lived in a little old |
ij
house on a little old road. She lived all alone but for a lit-|
tie old cat.
'Ihis little old witch was a kind old witch. She did not i
play tricks on people or eat up boys and girls or do anything
tnat iT:Ost wixcnes do. So she was not happy, because she
thought sometning was the matter with her.
"I wish I had a broomstick so I might ride over the moon,”
she said to tne little old cat.
"Grr ooh!” said the little old cat, because that was all
he could say.
"Well,” said tne little old witch. ”I am going to look for
s. broomstick.” So she put on her tall black hat and a little
old coat so she looked like a witch, and she started down the
little old road.
Soon she saw a man in a cart coming down the road. His
cart was full of chairs old chairs, new chairs, broken chairs
and arm chairs. Theie were all kinds of chairs in his cart.
"Please tell me, Mr. Man,” said the little old witch, "what
Is that you have in your cart?”
"My cart is full of chairs, little old witch,” said the
man. "Old chairs and new chairs. Do you want to buy a chair?”
"Ho, Mr. Man,” said the little old witch, "I am looking
for a broomstick so that I may ride over the moon.”
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"Then I can not help you," saia the man, and off he went.
The litole old wttch started down the little old road
again, and tnis time she met a hoy with a bag on nis back.
"What have you in the bag, little boy?" asked the little
old witch.
"I have only wood for m.y fire," said the boy. "But if you
want some I have enough for both of us."
"No," said the little old witch. "All I want is a broom-
stick so that I may ride over the moon."
"Then I can not help you," said the boy. And away he ran.
The little old witch waliced down the little old road again.
Soon she came to a big house in the woods. She went up to
the door. No one came so she opened it a,nd v/alked in.
"What are you doing?" said a shiny black cat under the
table. The little old witch was surprised because all her
little old cat could say was "Grr oohl" and here was a ca,t
that could talkJ
But all she said was, "I am looking for a broomstick so
that I may ride over the moon."
"Then you have come to the right place," said the cat.
"This house is the house of a mean old witch who has lots of
broom-sticks .
"
"Good! I will fina one," said the little old witch, and
she went to the broom.stick corner.
"Take care,” cxied the black cat. "You must take an OLD
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broomstick, for if tne mean old witch finds out that one is
gone sne will fly after you and catch youl'
So tne little old witch took a little old broomstick, and
[
I
sitting down on tne end of it, off she flew. And she flew,
I,
and she flew, and she flew.
"’.Vhat fun tnis is!" she cried. "At last I am a mean old I
witch. She laughed and laughed. Around and around she went,
but suddenly suddenly the little old broomstick began to
roll. It rolled tnis way and that way. it rolled faster
and faster and j<*ASTER so that the little old wxtch could
not hold on. Down she fell. Down down down, and then--
BumpI sne stopped in the top of a tree.
"Oh, dearl" sne cried, "that was not a very good ride ^
after all. I guess I did not know tne magic words that majR.e
a little old broom_stick go."
The poor little ola witchl All she could do now was to go
back down me little old road that went to her little old
house.
So nome she went. And there was her little old cat
waiting for her by the little old door.
"I guess," sne said to the little old cat, "that I am not
a very good witch. So I shall have to stay in my little old
house near the little old road and never ride over the mioon."
"G-rr oohl" said the little old cat, because that was all
he could say.
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SUSAN IN SNOV/LANU
Ilie snow was dancing dovm from the sky, up and down and
^
I
a.round like fairies dancing.
Susan stood at the window and watched it for a minute.
"Bits of snow -
Come and go."
|
She sang to herself. "How pretty the snow isl I should
like to catch it and keep it to play with." She danced
around just like a snow fairyi
There came a tap at the v/indow.
"Ooohl Ooohl" wxiispered the wind. Susan ran to the
window and opened it.
"Tl/ho is tnere?" she called.
A i-iny white fairy stood there.
"Comie on and play, Susan. Come and play with us," she
called. She held a wee silver star over Susan, and suddenly
Susan was as smiall as the little faxry and dressed in a white
dress and shoes.
As she put up her hands Susan found that she, too, could
dance in the sky around and around, up and down. The other
snow fairies laugned.
"Come, Susan. Come with us, up and down, around and around. '
Faster and faster they danced, and they were high in the sky.
Susan was not tired, but they all sat dov/n on a cloud to
rest. How soit it wasl Now and then a bit of cloud came off.
Then new fairies danced in the sky.
"Why I" cried Susan, "the snow fairies are made irom/ clouds!"
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’*Yes,” laughed the first snow fairy, "and the stars are
friends wno dance with us." She Look Susan’s hand, and they
flew Lo the stars.
As they came near Susan was afraid. Each sta.r looked like
a hall of lire.
"Do not he afraid," said the fairy. "The stars are very
friendly.
"
"Come on," she called to the stars, "come a.nd play."
A hig star rolled over and over. Then it moved a little
way so that the fairies could dance around it in a ring.
"Shiny star
Stay not so far,
We want to play,
So come away."
The fairies all laughed and rolled over and over hack to
the clouds. It was colder now, and the fa.iries danced slowly.
"It will soon he too cold to dance," said the lirst fairy.
"You had better go home now, Susan."
"I like your dance, fairies," cried Susan. "Please dance
for me again sometime."
She put out her hands and m:Oved slowly to the ground, and as
she went she got higger and higger and BIGGER, and sne was
once again standing at her own window.
"It has Stopped snowing now," sne saia, "hut I can see the
stars high up in the sky." And as she looked up, the hig star
winked a great --
hig --
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get 2 for 30
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going 5
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about 5
all 26
air 10
ask 1
asked 10
best 1
boy 22
but 27
call 1
called 6
came 9
coming 3
day 9
dear 2
did 16
do 22
doing 2
does 3
Dusty 15
find(s) 10
froiri 11
fun 2
glad 2
got 13
had 27
happy 4
have 27
hello 3
helped 2
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home 9
how 9
Jane 8
Jim. 5
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like 19
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making 3
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sing 6
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story 12
take 14
taking 2
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telling 2
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then 16
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today 1
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POOK II, ISV5L I LEVEL II
any 1 afraid 5 dance 8
almost 2 danced 5
beat 1 alone 2 dancing 2
Billy 18 along 6 dark 1
blows 1 always 3 deer 1
blowing 2 animals 1 dirt 4
bread 1 answer(ed) 3 disappointed
broken 1 anything 5 dishes 2
bump(ed) 3 arm 1 done 2
around 16 dress(ed) 7
cat 12
catch 3
ate 2 drum 2
caught 1 bag 3 each 3
cold 5 ball 1 end 2
elf 40
banging 1 even 2
because 10 ever 4
elves 2 bee 1 every 6
enough 2 begins 1
behind 2
everything
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better 7 farmi 1
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boat 4 few 2
hard 7 both 1 field 2
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made 9
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bring(s) 4 flew 21
mouse 1 brought 3 forest 7
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plants 1 carry 1 goes 1
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same 1 change 1 Lfoose 4
soft 1 cleaning 2 ground 6
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coat 4
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water 1 crumbs 2 head 7
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TIIE PURPOSE
Tho purposa of these ten humorous stories is to contribute to
a suppliaaentairv' reaoing tJTOgram designed for second grade reading
level
•
The vocabulary consists of a proscribed word list of basic
and S’jpplen^ntary i^or s based on the following levels:
Pre-Primary I
Pre-Prinaiy II
Primer
Book I
- Level I
Book II
Book I
- Level II
Book II
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S(ME JUMP
Tonj’- liked airplanes. And he wanted to be a parachute
jumper. That is wiiy he was so happy w’nen his mother and
father had taken •Oie family to the airport.
He saw the big runway, t he hangers and the beautiful
planes. There were many pilots there too. The pilots were
dressed in blue uniforms, Tony was looking for a para-
chute jumper,
Tony and his family had a wonderful time watching the
planes as they took off and landed, Tony wanted to see a
parachute junker.
Soon his father calleo to them. It was time to go home.
They got into the car,
A few hours later, Tony was at the airport again. Stand-
ing right in the doorway was a parachute junper,
"Oh,” said Tony, "I was looking for you this afternoon,
but I could not find you anyth ere,"
”That*s funny," said the parachute junker, "I’ve been
here for some time. My name is Bob, What is your name?"
"liy name is Tony."
"Well, Tony, how would you like to take a ride with me?"
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"Oh, that would be w:>nderf ul, ” said Tor^y.
So Bob took Tony out to the field and helped him into
the plane. Soon the pilot had taken them off the gro .nd, and
they were sailing through the air,
"How do you like it?" asked Bob.
"It*s wonderful," said Tony, "but I wish I could jump."
"7/ell," said Bob, "perhaps we could try it now."
So he put a parachute on Tony and opened the door. Soon
Tony was flying through the air. He piilled tho strings
and the parachute opened. He went faster, faster aid BANGiJ
Tony had landed] And guess where? Right on the floor beside
his bed]
His mother and father ran upstairs.
"iVhat is the matter, Tor^y?" they asked.
"I guess I was dreaming about jumping from a plane. I
would have made a perfect landing If this floor wasn’t so
hard," laughed Tor^r.
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off 2 pilot
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ViOOF^iOOF
All of Mary Ann’s friends had pots. Ellen had a dog#
Joan had a rabbit# Susan had a kitton and f^ally had a
canary# But Mary Ann did not have any pot at all#
In two wooks she would be seven yoara old and her
mother and fatiior asked nor what she would like for her
birthday#
”I wo^ald like a pet of ay very own,” she said# ”A11
my friends have pots#”
”Vfnat kind of a pet do you want?” asked hor father#
”Let me see," said liary Ann, ”I like Ellon’s dog# His
nauae is ’Dippy’# His ears are so long th<y dip into his din-
ner# And I like Joan’s rabbit, too# They call him ’Powder
Ihiff’# His l.x>k3 like a powder jniff#”
"Susan has a kitten# She lets no pat her fur all the
time# It feols Just like silk# I guess that is i^y thee,’’
call her ’Silky*#”
”I wonder if I would like a canary# .''ally has a
canary and he sinpa all of the time# They call him ’Tweet
Tweet’#”
"I liki; them all so much, I don’t know what kind I
want# I think you should decide#”
ii
I
’•All right," said her father. "I'll see what the man
at the pet store has for you."
On the morning af her birthday, llary Ann ran downstairs
to see if her presents were there. Right on her chair was a
big box with a big ribbon on it. There was a card that said,
"Happy Birthday to Mary Ann
from
Mother"
When Mary Ann opened the box what a surprise she had I
There was the funniest toy animal she had ever seen. It
had long ears just like Hippy's, It had a short tail like
a Powder Puff. It had soft far like Silky's, and best of
all when she would pull the ears, it wo Id sing like Tweet
Tweet,
Before Mary Ann had time to say thank you, father came
in with his present, Mary Ann did not have to guess what
this was as it wasn't wrapped up. It was a wee little dog.
It's ears were not long like Dippy's, And its tall wasn't
like Powder Puff's, It dod not have soft f'lr like Silky's,
And in place of saying Tweet-Tweet he said Vnoof-Woof
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NSW V/ORIB AND RlEwUENCY
liary Ann 8 fur
pets 6 feels
Ellon 2 silk
Joan 2 Silky
Sally 2 wonder
canary 3 Tweet
seven 1 decide
3lppy 3 ribbon
Powder Puff h card
tail 3 funniest
pat 1 wrapped
Woof h

”I FORGOT"
Jia was alwa , s forj'ett ng so.Tiething. He did not mean to
forgot, but he always d'd. This auitie his .mother and father
angry.
One rnorning his father said, "X wish there was sornsthing
wo could do to aaka Jin rome-ober,"
"Oh some day ho will be aOLl rlj^t," said his mother,
"Just wait till he forgets about something he wanted to re.uenv
ber,"
T)iat was no different from any other Jini»8
laothor called to him and said, "Will you go to the store for
rao, Jim? I need soiao railk,"
"Siuro, Mother," oa'fd Jim,
4
And he went to t^io store,
A few minutes later ho wao back with s^me butter,
"J.lm, I told you to get udlk," said his mother,
"Now you go bfick and get It, please,"
T forgot," said Jim, "Bat I'll get it this time,"
Once again Jim went off to the store. This time he cams
back with broad.
"Oh, Jim," said his mother, "How can you forget again,"
Jim did not evon stop sailing, "I forgot again," be
said, "But I'll got the milk this tirae." And this time ho
did iMPiaw the lillr.
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That ni:;ht it rained very hard, Jim’s father had been
to a meeting. When he came home he said to his wife, ’’You had
better tell Jim not to go out the front way in the morning.
The rain has made a bi';- puddle on our walk and he will get
all wet.
In the morning, Jim’s mother told him about the big
puddle at the end of the walk.
”I’ll go the back way," said Jim,
After breakfast Jim got his books and his lunch and started
to school.
"So long. Mother," he called upstairs. And before she
could remind him again, he went out the frcait way.
He wasn’t looking where he was going and KERSPLASH
J
Jim fell and landed in the middle of the big puddle J
"Oh, I forgot again," he said. "But this is the last
time. Now I have to get washed and dressed all over again,"
,V
NEW WORDS AND FREQUENCY
forgot h better
always 2 front
forgetting 1 puddle
forget 3 walk
angry 1 wet
butter 1 remind
even 1 kersplash
meeting 1
washed
last
1
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LET'S PRETEND
The circus had just left town. All the children had
been to see it. And they all thought it was great.
Today, they were playing in Sue's backyard. They had
been playing Hide and Seek. But now they were getting tired
of that game,
"Let's play something else," said Anc^, I am tired of
this game."
"TShat game do you want to play," said Mile,
"I know," said Sue. "Let's play circus. We can all
be something different#
"That is a good game," said Mike. I'll be the monk^,"
"And I'll be the Giraffe," said Ginger,
"I want to be the tiger," said Tim#
"The lion for me," said Leo#
"You be the horse, Harry," said Betty, And I'll be
the rider,"
Soon everyone knew what he was going to do#
Sue was the seal# Eddie was the elephant# Tedcfer was
the tall man, and Sally was the midget# Andy wanted to be
the announcer# So he told everyone to go home and see if
they could find some costumes#
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In a short tlrae, they WHre back, ^at different looking
children they w&ro now. Some had paper costuraea. Others
had son© of their :nother*s and father’s old clot^ies. And
still others had jvaintsd stripes and s^xjts on their old
clothos.
Arxly was dressed in a clown costume. He came out and
said, ^All right, friends, the show is nbout to begin. :iore
we have Sue, the Sll;; j>ery Seal."
Sue came out and started to hold a ball on h'i.'r nose.
She had on an old black suit that was very big* And vten
she claj>ped her patra thfiy looked like flippers.
"Now wo have Loo the Lion jumping through the hoop," sa* d
kndy»
And out can© Leo with an old raop over his face and some
ola rags for a tail. He went around the yard, Jucqjing
through an old hoop.
Then came Eddie the Hlei)hant, eating j eanuis and putting
the 8f©lls all around.
Qinger the Giraffe had an olti stove pipe on top of his
hair. lie made the others laugh and la^o^.
Harry the horse c uae in with Betty on his back. 3very-
tioo she started to stand up, she would fall.
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Teacfy had on a pair of stilts and he made a good Tall
nian. He came in with Sally the Midget.
Mike the Monkey and Louise the Laiighing Hyena raj?de
everyone laugh.
They laughed and played till it was time for dinner.
How sixrprised their mothers and fathers were to see such
funny people at the dinner table.
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HEW WORDS AND FREQUENCY
pretend 1 clothes
circua 2 stripes
seek 1 spots
tired 2 slippery
Andy h nose
Ulke 3 clapped
giraffe 2 flippers
tiger 1 throu£^
Leo 3 hoop
Harry 2 raop
seal 2 rags
Eddie 2 tail
elephant 2 peanuts
Sally 2 shells
niidget 2 stovepipe
announcer 1 stilts
costuraes 3 Louise
hyena 1
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MISS AND THT. MFtROR
Miss vras a little black dog* She lived with the O'Brien
There were two boys and two girls and Miss, Most of the time
all five of them were together.
Today was a ver;.^ rainy clay and the four O’Briens and
Miss wore in the playroom, Tliey were having great fun in
that palyroom, Danny had taken some of mother's lipstick
and powder, and the children were playing "Actors,” They
had lipstick all over their faces and hands. They had pow-
der over that. Such a sight you have never seen!
Miss had been watching them for some time. She could
not g'jiess what it was that made her playmates look so funny.
"Let us put some on Miss," said Aileen. "Maybe she
wants to play too,"
So Danny and Jack put powder all over Miss, Soon she
was a white dog, and not a black one.
Then Aileen put some lipstick on her and put a red bow
around her neck.
The children laughed and laughed when they saw how
funny Miss looked,
"Maybe she wuld like to see how she looks," said Jack,
So he wont into his mother's room and got a mirror.
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Poor Miss J V/hen she saw the dog in tho ndrror, she was
so afradd, she ran out of the playroom and down the stairs.
She bsrked and she barked.
When Mrs. O’Brien saw the poor dog she guessed in a
ndnute i^at had happened. Up the stairs two at a time she wefct.
And two at a time went the four O’Briens into the bathtub.
They did not play with powder and lipstick again for a long
time. And Miss never looked in a mirror again.
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NEW WORDS AND PHEQUENCT
mirror h si^t 1
0*Brions 3 never 2
Danny 2 playmates 1
lipstick h Aileen 2
powder h bow 1
actors 1 happened 1
hands 1 bathtub 1
iI
SUaPRISE A? TilE ?/iRTI
The secoxKl grade was going to have a birthday party, AH
of the children wer?> going to ceiebrato their birtl<days on
Friday, Of coarse. It wasn’t really everyone *s birthday, but
this way they could have a big party. For a week, they bad
boon getting x^ady. They aade baskets. They made paper
plates, Everyone had to bring a present. They put the
presents into two box 28, There »ao a blue box for the boys*
presents. There was a white box for the girls* presents,
^A^l&st cane. The r jom really looked like a
birthday room, E^ch desk had a birthday najddn on it. On
top of the napkin was a birthday plate. On top of the plate
was a birthday cupcake. And in the mi .idle of the cupcake
was a birthday candle.
The baskets had been filled with candy. One of the
girls gave a basket to each child. And ono of tJie boys gave
an ice cream to >?ach dilld.
Tbore was a table in the front of tii» r^om. It had a
birthday table cover on it. In the adddlo vms a beautiful
big birttiday cako. There was a candle on the cake for each
child
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The boys and girls all look’d so clean and pretty*
They wore all sjxdling. They wer * as happy abotit the birth-
day party as they could bo* Tlio}' had boon thinking about
the good ca!:os to eat and the gasjes th.ey were going to play.
This would really be a great i>arty*
Suddenly thoy h ard a noise J Ibe children began to see
little stars dancing in front of their eyes. They did not
know what had md© tlie noise. After a fow rdnutes the stars
went awa^/ and do you know w^«at they saw?
Vaiy it wasn’t ar^rthlng to be afraid of. It was only a
flash bulb caraera. And now overyom: has a pictixre to reroind
hl2G of that birthday party.
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NB7 mum AND FREvUKNCY
grade 1
I
celebra ’e 1
Friday 2
really 3
plates 3
last 1
desk 1
napkin 2
cupcake 2
candle 2
candy 1
front 2
heard 1
stars 2
flashbulb 1
camera 1
remind 1
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MEEK! THE MOUSE
5k>{Qe boys have a dog for a pet. Sense have a cat. Johniy
had a pet too. But it «Esn*t a dog» and it wasn*t a cat.
Johnny’s pet was a little white mouse. Her naao was MeelQr.
Johnny’s mouse was very tame. She would eat from Johnny's
hand. Most of the tiiae the little mouse was in the car^.
3ut sometimes Johnny would let her run around the floor. She
would run from one end of Wie room to the other end. Then
she would run to Johnny and he would give her something to eat •
Johnny taught the little mouse many tricks. He taught
her to hide in someone’s pocket. She would run and hide in
the pocket until Johnry called to her.
One Qoming Johnny was playing with the laouse. She
Jumped In his pocket and was waiting for Johnny to tell her
to come out. Hut Just th-n Billy called Johnny for school
and Johnny forgot about Meoky.
So Billy iuid Johnny wont to school.
"Now boys and girls," said ?lrs. Parown, "take out your
pencils."
Johnny put his hand in his pocket to got his pencil.
"Oh, Meeky, " he said. And ’ileeky Juai>ed out of Johnny’s
pocket and ran across the floor.
The boys and girls saw Meeky and lau^ec,
Wien Miss Brown saw ?teeky, atie turned white. She Jumped
{i
i
up on her desk and screamed.
The boys and girls laughed and laughed when they saw that
the teacher was afraid of Meeky the Mouse. But poor Miss
Brown was still screaming and she didn*t stop until Johnny pub
Meeky in his pocket and took her home.
And that was the last time Meeky went to school.
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NEV; WORDS AND FREQUENCY
^!>0
pet 3
Ueeky h
tame 1
hand 2
cage 1
took
taught 2
tricks 2
pocket 6
forgot 1
across 1
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SMART SALLY
Sally was seven years old. She was a very smart little
girl, Sally’s mother knew she was smairt. And Sally’s teacher
knew she was smart.
”I think it would be nice if Sally could play the piano,”
said her mother. "She is smart, and I think she could learn
to play the piano."
So Sally began to the piano. Ht first she liked
it very much. Then she \>egan to wish she did not have to
play the piano. The other children were outside playing
games. But Sally was inside playing the piano.
Now Sally had a little pet kitten. The kitten’s name
was Snowdrop. She was all white. Snowdrop loves Sally.
Wien Sally played the piano. Snowdrop would sit on the chair
and watch her. Sally would talk to Snowdrop and Snowdrop
would mew.
One day Sally said, "Oh, Snowdrop, I wish I didn’t have
to play the piano." "I wish I could think of something.
Mother said I must stay here for ten iiKire minutes."
Now we Iknem that ten nimiiitts isn’t a very long time.
But to Sally it seemed long. Snowdrop didn’t know what ten
minutes was. But she did know that Sally wasn’t happy. So
she jumped up on the piano and began to walk on it.
"That sounds like me playing the piano," said Sally.
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"1*11 bet Mother would think so, too.”
So Sally tied a string to Snowdrop so that would
walk up and down on the piano. Then quietly Sally went out
to play.
m ten minutes Sally *3 mother called to her.
”You can go out to play now, Sally.” But 5>ally did not
answer. And the kitten did not stop walking up and down
the piano.
That *8 funny, thought Sally »s mothor. I thou^t Sally
wanted to go out to play. I have some ice cream for her so
I'll go in and give it to her.
How surprised Sally's mother was when she saw the kitten
playing the piano*
And how surprised Sally was when she saw Snowdrop eating
a great bie dish of ice cream.
That was the last time that Sally let her kitten plsy
the piano. After that she played herself.
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mi wt»E6 AMD PREQUEHCY
serren 1
ni OB 1
piano lU
first 1
pet 1
snowdrop 9
loved 1
mam 1
teacher 1
mors 1
walk 3
sounds 1
hojie 1
tied 1
string 1
dish 1
last 1
Sally 25
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pancake 701m
\1hen Tonxay was a good boy his niother would road to hln.
Just tDofor© bedtitao Mother would say, Tonsny, you were
a good boy today*" "V?hat story would you like to read to
you?"
And then Tonny would tell Mother the naao of the story*
One night his mother read him a very good story* It
was about a little boy who loved pancakes* Totxay liked the
story very much* Long after Mother put out Mio lir^t,
Toiaray did not go to sloop* He was thinking and thinking about
the little boy who liked pancakes*
1*11 bet he doesn*t like them as much as I do, thought
Toaiy*
I know that I couldn't eat too many of them* I could
eat them all day and all ni^t*
Tho little boy in the story ate one hundred and sixty-
five, but 1*11 bet I could eat more than that*
Tocray was still thinking about the /pancakes as he fell
asleep* And so when he fell asleep he began to dream about
T>ancakes* There were pancakes on trees* TcMray picked soaxi*
"My these are good," ho said.
There were pancakes in tho garden* Ho took some of
those too* Everywhere he went he saw pancakes* And overy-
wl^ere he went he ate pancakes*
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All night long Tomnjy was dreaming about r*ancakes. He
Iiad many more pancakes than the little boy in the stoxy.
Just as Tonsoy was about to ^^at a pancake sidewalk^
Mother called him#
"3et iQ), Tommy, " she said# "lour breakfast is ready,"
Tommy went down to breakfast# Right on the table was
a big dish of pancakes#
Tommy looked at the pancakes. "I thou^I liked then
as well as Little Black Sasho," he said# But I had so
many last night I wiih 3aabo was hero to eat those.
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NEW WORDS AND FREQUEfCI
Toinrqy Ih drcaa
pancake 15 took
i»©ll 2 sldenalk
bet 2 dish
sixty 1 Sanibo
niore 2 last
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SEVEN TAKE AWAY FOIE
One day Billy brounht his dog. Tippy, to school*
Pilly was in the second grade. Evorj’- day when the ticse
ca^rie for the children to t«ll stories, Billy would talk
about Tippy. "Hy dog. Tippy, is a very smart dog,” he
would say. And then he would tell about something Tippy
did.
All the boys and girls in that second grade wanted to
see Tippy. The teacher told Billy to bring the dori to
school.
When the children saw Tippy they thou^t he was a
nice dog. He had black fur with white tips on his ears and
feet. He gave them his paw. He let them pat hla fur. He
even showed them how he could beg on his hind logs.
The children played with the dog and had fun. Then
the teacher told Billy to put the dog in the comer.
”Go lie down. Tippy," said ^illy.
And Tipi^ went over to the corner. Tippy was hapry to
seo so many boys and girls. He was happy to go to school
with Billy. So ho sat in the comer Just looking at tlte
children.
It waa time for arithmetic now. The teacher was hold-
ing the cards with nun4>ers on them.
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"Three take away one is two," said Mary.
"Five take away two is three," said Billy.
"Four take away three is one," said Jane*
Next carae seven take away foiir. No one >iad his hand up.
said the teacher. "How mch is seven take away
four?"
?Iot one boy or girl could resjeniber.
"I3oosn*t anyone in the room know?" asked the teacher*
Tippy was still in tho comer* He was looking at a
little ant on tho floor* Just as the teacher said, "Doesn»t
anyone in the room know?" Tippy barked at the ant*
"Arf, arf, arf," barked Tippy*
"He barked three times,” said tho teacher* He know that
seven take away four is three. I think Tippy will get a star
today. And all tho children think that Tippy is the smartest
dog they over know,
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mMEW WORDS AND FREvUENCY
sovon h fxxr 1
Billy 8 dig 1
brou^t 1 beg 1
Tippy lii arithmetic 1
grade 3 cards 1
teacher 6 well 1
nice 1 ant 1
spots 1 arf 3
pat 1 star 1
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A. INTROrVCTION

INTRODUCTION
These ten original stories of lnfoi*matlonal content are
about cjur holidays around the school year. The stories use
the Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Word List#
They are intended to be used as reading material In the first
and second grades* The vocabulary of all of the stories has
been so controlled that the writer may say that they may all
be used for first grade except "The Story of Our Flag" which
is Intended as reading material in Grade II*
Words that had to be included in the stories* but which
are not on the Primary Word List, are tabulated at the end of
each story* The number beside each word is the frequency of
the word in the story*
The vocabulary of the stories, taken from the Primary
Word List of the Boston University Educational Clinic is
listed alphabetically according to the reading levels of the
prinary Word List* Beside each word listed is its frequency
number — the number of tlmoa the word was used in all ten
stories*



CHRISTOPnER COLUMBUS
Christopher Columbus was a little boy# All little boys
like to Jump# All little boys like to run# All little boys
like to play# Little Christopher liked to jump and run and
play, too# And Christopher liked to look# He liked to look
and look and look# Do you know what he looked at?
Christopher Columbus liked to look at boats# He liked
to look at big boats and he liked to look at little boats#
Little Christopher liked to see red and blue and brown boats#
One day Christopher Columbus looked and looked#
can see big boats and little boats# X oan see red
and blue and trown boats," he said*
"Big white sails make the boats go# The sails meke the
boats go fast# Away go the boats# Away, away, away#
"The boats go away, and the boats come back# See the
sails make the boats oome back," said little Christopher#
Big men go on the sail boats# Sallorc help to make the
boats go, too# Sailors work and work on the boats# They make
the sails go up, and the boat oan go* Sailors make the sails
come down, and the boat oan stop*
Christopher Columbus looked and looked# The sailors
worked and worked* Down came the sails on the big blue boat*
The big blue sail boat stopped* The sailors got off the blue
boat#
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"Can you go away In the boat and not atop?" aald Chris-
topher*
"Can you aail on and on and on?" he said*
"No, no," aald the sailors* "The earth Is like a table*
Sail on and on, and the boat can go off the earth* No, no,
the boat oan not sail on and on*"
Christopher Columbus looked and looked at the sail boats*
"See the yellow boat come In," he said* "X see the
sails* Now I see the yellow boat* The earth Is round like a
ball* The boats oan go on and on and on* The sail boats can
not go off the earth* The aail boats can go round the oarth*
I want to sail round the earth in a sail boat* X want to
sail on and on and on," said Christopher Columbus*
Words Not on the List
Christopher 11
Columbus 7
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PDN ON HALLOWE’EN
"I want to look like Father vAien we go," said Bobby*
"And I want to look like Mother when we go," said Haney*
It was Hallowe’en* All the children wanted to go out on
Hallowe’en night* They wanted to have on aoinethlng funny*
Nancy and Bobby did, too* Nancy wanted to have on something
of Mother’s to look funny In* Bobby wanted to have on some-
thing of Father’s to look funny In*
How they laughed as they got ready* They did look funny*
Just the way children want to look on Hallowe’en night*
Down the street they went* On the way they met other
boys and girls* They looked funny, too* How they all laughed
to see the others with funny things on, too*
Nanoy and Bobby and the other boys and girls walked up
to a house. Tap, tap, tap on the door they went* The door
was opened and a man came out*
"What do you wantl" he asked*
"Trick or treat," said all the children*
The man lauded* He did not want tricks played on him*
"Treat,” he said* "Come In, boys and girls* We will
seo what I have for a treat*"
They all went In. Nancy and Bobby and all the Children*
The man had little black Hallowe’en cookies for all the chil-
dren* The oocdcles looked like little black cats*
"Thank you," said all the children* And away they went
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down the street* They came to another house* Tap» tap, tap
on the door they went* This time a woman came to the door*
"What do you wantt” asked the woman*
** Trick or treat,” said all the children again*
The woman looked at the children* How funny they looked*
She did not want tricks played on her* So she said, ”Come In
and have a treat*”
The children went In to fret their treat*
”Here Is a big red apple for you, and you, and you,” said
the woman*
”Thank you,” the girls and boye said* ”Apples are a good
treat for Hallowe'en*”
”Do not ent your apples now,” said Bobby. "Let ua have
some Hallowe*en fun with them,” he said* "Vie can go back to
our house with the apples* Then I will tell you what to do*"
All the children went back down the street to Bobby and
Nancy's house* When they got there, Bobby put some water In
a big tub* Then he put the tub down*
"Now put your apples In the tub," he said*
All the children put their apples In*
"Now get down near the tub," said Nancy* "We are going
to duck for apples* When you get one you can eat It 1"
Down went the children—hear the tub of big red apples*
Bump, bump, bump went the apples In the water* And bump,
bump, bump went the children as the boys and girls tried to
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get the apples* They bumped and they lauded* They laughed
and they bumped* This waa good Hallowe’en fun* At last there
were no apples In the tub* The boys and girls had got the
apples from the tub of water* Kow they were all eating the
apples* How good they were* WTiat fun It was to duck for
apples on Hallowe’en!
Then Nancy and Bobby’s mother had another treat for all
the boys and girls* More Hallowe’en cookies and ice cream,
too* children had a good time that Hallowe’en night*
Will you?
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INDIAN CORN
Jim was a little Pilgrim boy« Jane was a little Pilgrim
girl.
Jim and Jane were good children. When Father said,
”Help me, Jim," Jim did. When Mother said, "Help mo, Jane,"
Jane did.
"You make me happy when you are good," said Mother and
Father to Jim and Jane.
"The sun is up. Go and play* Come home before the sun
is down," said the Pilgrim mother.
Off went Jim and Jane to play* Jim ran, and Jane ran*
Jim jumped, and Jane jumped* Jim skipped along, and Jane
skipped along*
The little Pilgrim boy end the little Pilgrim girl ran
and jumped and skipped along*
"The sun is up, and we eon play," said Jim*
"We can mn and we can jump, and we can skip along,"
said Jane* And they did*
"Look and see the funny Indian house," said Jim*
"It is not a fxmny house* It is a good house for In-
dians* It is a wigwam with yellow and blue on it," said Jane*
"See the Izidian boy and the Indian girl," she said*
"I am Yellow Sun," said the Indian boy*
"I am Blue Bird," said the Indian girl*
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"Come and play^ Yellow Sun,” said Jim to the Indian boy*
"Come and play. Blue Bird,” said Jane to the Indian girl*
"The Bun is up, and we can run and Jump and skip along,"
said Jim and Jane. "Can you?"
"We can not run and Jump and skip along now," said
Yellow Sun*
"We want to work* We want to help Big Indian Mother,
and Big Indian Father," said Blue Bird*
Big Indian Mother said, "Oo and get some corn. Yellow
Sun and Blue Bird* We are happy now. We have good food to
eat*"
"Can I help you. Yellow Sun?" said Jim*
"Can I help you. Blue Plrdt" said Jane*
"Yee, oh, yes* You can help," said Yellow Sun and Blue
Bird*
Away went the Indian boy and the Indian girl* And away
went the Pilgrim boy and the Pilgrim girl to help*
"Look at the com," said Jim* "How pretty it ia* Yellow
and orange, and red and blue*"
"It is Indian com," said Yellow Sun*
"Our corn is yellow, tut Indian com is yellow and omings«
and red, and blue* How pretty it ia," said Jane*
"Big Indian Mother can put the Indian corn at the door
of the wigwam," said Blue Bird*
"Indian corn at the door of the wigwam ways we have good
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food to eat# We give thanl:a# We are happy," said Yelloty Sun#
"We are happy, too," said Jim#
"We have good food to eat new," said Jane# "Can we put
|
Indian corn at the door of a Pilgrim house to say * Thank
you’?"
"Yes, oh, yes,” said the Indian boy and the Indian girl#
Away went Yellow Sun and Blue Bird with some Indian corn#
Yellov;, and orange, and red, and blue#
Away went Jim and Jane with some Indian corn# Yellow and
orange, red and blue#
Yellow Sun and Blue Bird said, "Here la Indian com. Big
Indian Mother#" Big Indian Mother put it at the door of the
Indian wigwam,
Jim and Jane said, "Here la Indian corn. Pilgrim mother#"
The Pilgrim mother put it at the door of the Pilgrim house#
"We have good food now, and vre are happy," said the
Indian corn to the Indians and to the Pilgrims#
"We can work and we can help," said Yellow Sun and Blue
Bird# "Now we can play, too#"
"The sun la up," anld Yellow Sun and Blue Bird# "V^e can
run and jump and skip along with Jim and Jane#"
And the little Indian boy and girl ran and Jumped and
skipped along with the little Pilgrim boy and girl#
The sun went down#
"We have worked and helped and played," said Yellow Sun#
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**T?e have good food to eat* The Indlari corn at the door
of the wlgwan says •Thank you’,” said Blue Bird*
y\nd at the door of the rilgrlm house tiie Indian oorn
said, ”1hank you”, too*
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A CHRISTMAS SURPRISE
"I like to ride on a train," said Susan*
"So do I," said Jack* "It la fun to ride on a big, big
train*"
Susan and Jack rode on the train all day* They were
going to see Grandmother and Grandfather* They were going
to be there on Christmas Day* V.Tiat fun to be with Grandmother
and Grandfather at Christmas tlmel
Mother and Father were on the train, too* All the family
were going to stay with Grandmother and Grandfather at
Christmas time*
Mother and Father and Susan and Jaok rode on and on*
They rode all day* Then the sun went down, and night time
oame* It w»\a time to go to bod* Susan and Jack and Mother
and Father would have to sleop on the train* A man came
along and made their chairs into beds* The children climbed
Into their new beds*
"Are you ready to go to sleep?" called Mother*
"Yes, we are ready to go to sleep," said Susan and Jack*
Susan tried to go to sleep* But she could not sleep*
Jack tried to go to sleep* But he could not sleep*
Ihen Susan said to Jack, "This is the night before
Christmas* Santa Claus oomes on the nl^t before Christmas*
He gives good children presents* He puts something good in
their stockings, too*"
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**Ye8» Susan, I know Santa Claus oomea on this nif^t*
But how will he find usl We are not hone. We are on a train*
Can Santa Claus find good children on a train? ** asked Jack*
"I do not know. Jack,** said Susan* Maybe Mother and
Father will know* I will ask them***
"Mother, Father, can Santa Claus find good children who
are not at hone on the night before Christmas? Can he find
them on a train?" asked Susan*
Mother and Father laughed*
"Hang up your stockinga and you will see," oalled Mother*
Susan looked at Jack* Jack looked at Susan* Then they
took their stockings and put them near their new beds*
How Susan tried to go to sleep* And she did I Jack
tried to go to sleep* And he did* Maybe Santa Claus viould
find then on the train*
Susan and Jack did not know when Santa Claus came* They
did not knov/ when Santa Claua put the presents In their
stookings* Santa Claus worked hard on the night before
Christmas* He had to find all the children who are good* He
had presents to put in all their stockings on that night*
How hard he worked I How fast he worked i Santa Claus went
on and on* He stopped here and ho stopped there*
Then he came to OrandiTiother and Grandfather *s house* He
came down into the house* ?<hat did he see? He saw two big
stookings—a Grandmother's stocking and a Grandfather's
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stocking* Santa Claus looked and looked* There was a Grand*
mother and a Grandfather In this house* But no little boy
and no little girl 2
A Grandmother and a Grandfather can hang up stockings
for a little girl and a little boy," he aaid* "The little
girl and little boy must be coming for Christmas* They must
be good children* I will put aorcething good in the big
stockings for them." And Santa did*
Christmas morning came. Susan and Jack got up* They
locked at their stockings* They had put up little stockings*
Sow they were big stockings* Santa Claus had put presents in
their stockings* There was a big doll for Susan* Thero was
a toy train for Jack* 'Ihoro were balls and books, too*
"Mother, Father," they called* "Come and see what f>anta
Claus put In out stockings*"
"A big doll for me," said Susan*
"A toy train for me," said Jack*
"And balls and books, too," they oalled*
Mother and Father laughed*
"Santa Claus can find good children," said Mother*
"At home or on a train," said Father*
Soon the train stopped* Mother and Father .and Susan and
Jack got off the train* They went to Orandnother and Grand-
father's house* How happy they all werel It was good to see
them on Christmas Day*

Then Grandmother aald* ”Come here* Suaan and Jaolc* See
what Santa Claus put In the big stodklngs for you."
The children looked. How surprlaed they were! T^wo big
stookii^s—one for Suaan* and one for Jack. Grandmother and
!
Grandfather had pat them up. Santa Claus had put presents
In thcBv too. A drum for Jack. And a toy horn for Susan. A
Christmas tree cookie for Jack, and a Christmas tree cookie
for Susan, too*
"Santa must knov/ you are good children," laughed Grand-
father. "He could find your stockings on the train. And he
could find stockings for you here, too*"
Then Susan and Jack gave presents to Mother, and Father*
And to Grandmother and Grandfather, too* They all gave
presents to the others. What a happy Christmas for all*
V'Ords Hot on the
. List
Santa 17 Claus 16
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THE BOY WHO LIKED TO READ
The big, big boy who went out from the houae where he
lived, was Abrahac Lincoln. He was a good boy. Abe helped
hie mother with work about the houee. He helped hie father
with work about the farm. Hie family did not have mnny tiling®.
Abe had to work herd to help his family. Abe Lincoln liked
to work, and he was happy that he could help his family.
there waa something Abe liked to do best of all. And that was
to read* How he liked to read a good book! He did net hevo
any books. Abo had to get books from others.
Ihat is why Abraham Lincoln went out from his log house
on this day. He walked to Mr. Crawford’s h<wse. Mr. Crawford
had a big book that Abe wanted to read.
”I wish that Mr. Crawford would let me take that book to
read.** said Abe. as he walked along.
Abe came to Mr. Crawford *s house. He tapped at the door.
"Come In," said Mr. Crawford. "Oh, It la you, Abo
Lincoln."
"VOiat can I do for you this day?" ho asked.
First, Abo looked all about the place. There It wasJ
The book he wanted to read. \Vhat a fine, big book It wasi
What a lot of things he would know from that boedei Oh, how
he wanted to read it.
Then Abe said, "Please, Mr. Crawford, may I take that
big book home to read?"
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Mr. Crawford said to himself, don’t like to let any-
one take this book* It Is a fine big book* V/hat If something
happened to Itt But Abe Lincoln 1» a good boy. He will watch
my book.**
Hien he said, **Yes, Abe, you may take this book home to
read, I Icnow you will watch It#**
Abe took the book. How happy he was to have a big, fine
book to read. 'That night, after Abo did all his work, Abe
read hla book for a long, long time. He read and read. Abe
was tired. Be put the book down at the window of the log
hc3uae. Then ho went to sleep.
Soon a big rain storm came. It rained and rained. Drip,
drip, drip went the rein. Abe was very tired, and he did not
wake up* Ho did not know It was raining* Drip, drip, drip
went the rain. The rain dripped on the big, fine book at the
window of the log house*
Morning came, and Abe got up* He lo<^ed at the fine,
big bo(^* Re saw that the rain had dripped on the book. How
sad he was. What a thing to happen to Mr. Crawford’s book.
**I must go to Mr. Crawford at once, and toll him about
the book. He will be sad, I know, but I must tell him," Abe
said to himself.
Away went Abe to tell the sad news about the book. How
he wished he did not have to tell, but Abe told hlrraelf he
must.
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Abo tapped at the door«
”Com6 In,” called Kr. Crav/ford* ”0h. It Is you, Abe
Lincoln# Now what can I do for you?”
Abo looked sad#
”I have sad news to tell,” he said# ”The fine, big lx3ok
was at ray window# Last nl^*t the big pain atom cane, and It
pained on the book# I have no money for the book, but I will
work for you to make up for the bo<^l"
Mr# Crawford looked at Abe, and saw how sad he wne about
the book#
”Yes, Abe,” he said# ”I know you did not v/ant this to
happen# Cone mO work for me for two days# That will make
up fca» the book#”
For tv/o days Abe worked hard for ilr# Crawford# Then Mr#
Crawford said, ”You are a fine, good boy, Abe Lincoln# You
have worked hard for me# Now you may keep the book#”
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TXO PARTIES IN ONE
“Will you come to my party?" said Teddy to his friends,
Betty snd Bobby*
”0h yes, I love a party, Teddy," said Betty* "But why
will you have a party?”
"I think I know," said Bobby* "Soon It will be Valentins^
Day* It must be a Valentine party I"
"ifou do know some of It, Bobby," said Teddy* "It will be
a Valentine party* But It la my birthday, too, on that day*
It will be two parties in one* A Valentine party and a
birthday party I"
"What fun, what fun* Two parties In one I We will like
that," said Betty*
"Who will be there, and what will we do?" asked Pobby*
”?^hen will it be?" asked Betty*
"The party will be on Valentine’s Day. My birthday la
on Valentine’s Day," said Teddy* "I will be seven on that
day."
Soon the big day came. It was Valentine’s Day and
Teddy’s birthday, too* Betty and Bobby and all the boys and
girls went to Teddy’c house for the party*
All the children went into the house* They saw a big
box with red hearts on it* Do you know what It was? Yea, a
Valentine box* The children put their Valentines in the bos*
Then they wont In to the party*
'
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v;hat fun they had at the party* Toddy gave every girl
and oyery boy a big red heart cut out In the middle* Plret,
Bobby tried to get tho heart on to a long red atlok* Then all
the boys and glrle tried It* Some children did get tho heart
on to the long red stick* Some could not* The children vho
did it got a big heart cookie, a cookie Valentine*
Then Teddy gave all the boys and girls another big red
heart* It was ell cut up. The children had to put itbaok
again* Betty did It first* She got a big red balloon*
Soon it was tlrrie to eat* "Tiat a big birthday oake-^all
red and white v/ith seven red candles on seven rod hearts#
'’Happy Birthday to you.
Happy Valentine’s Day, too,” sang the children.
’How good the birthday cake Is,” said Betty* ”And the lo©
cream that looks like a red heart*”
”The Valentine cookies are so good, too," said Bobby*
"Now we can road our Valentinos,” said Teddy*
"Here is the box* Take them out one by one, ” he said*
What f\in It was to read the Valentines* How the children
laughed at the funny ones* All the boys and girls had a
happy time at the party*
V^hat fun to be seven on Valentine’s Day*
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GEORGE WASHINOl’OK
”Come cn, George, ride him,” called his brothers#
”Ride him, rids him,” they called#
Around and around ran a little horse# It was George’s
mother’s horse. The little horse ran and jumped# It would
not stay In on© place. George Washington was on the horse’s
back# How the little horse ran and jumped. Another boy could
not stay cm this little horse. But George Washington could
ride horses that jumped# He liked to ride on their backs#
Around and around they went—the little horse and the
boy on his back#
”Como on, George, ride him. Rid© hin^ ride him,” called
the brothers.
The little horse was not happy# He did not want the boy
to ride on his back# He ran around and around# Then he
jumped up# George str4yed on. He wanted his brothers to see
that he could rldij this little horse. He wculd not fall off#
George stayed on the little horse’s back.
The little horse jumped up again. The little horse went
down# It rolled over with George on his back. Then George
got off# His brothers came near, calling, ”0h, George, the
little horse is deadl”
The wanning «nd jumping were not good for the little
horse# George had stayed on the little horse's back# But
now the little horse was dead!
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The boys were sad* Would Georgs tell his mother what had
happened to her little horse? Or would he wake up a story to
tell her?
The boys went Into the house*
"Good morning, boys," said their mother* "Hmv 1b my
little horse?"
"Kother, your little horse is dead," said George* "I
did It*"
At first George’s mother was sad* She liked that little
horse, and she was sad that he was dead*
Then she said to George, "I am sad that the little horse
is do ad* But I am happy to know that you tell me what you
do*’’
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EASTl'R FUN
Hop, hop, jump went the little white rabbit* Hop, hop,
junp he went# Betty and Hobby ran. They hud to run to keep
up with their new pet# Away wont the little white rabbit*-
hop, hop, jump# And away ran Betty and Bobby# All the wny
to school the little rabbit hopped and jumped# And Betty and
Bobby hod to run all the way to keep up with their new pat#
They went so fast—-the little white rabbit, and Bobby
and Betty after him# In no time at all they were at school*
All the Children stopped to lock at Betty and Bobby and their
now pet# But oh—a hop, a hop, and a Jump—-and the little
white rabbit was in school# Betty and Bobby went into school
after him#
"Good morning, children," said Miss White# "And good
morning, little white rabbit,” she said#
Hop, hop, and away went tho rabbit. Hop, hop, jump, and
the little white rabbit came back#
"Ihia is our new pet. Miss riiite,” said Bobby#
"Father gave ua this new little y/hite rabbit for Faster#
It is an Easter present for vis# We wanted all the children
In school to see it# So we let him oomo to school with us,”
said Petty#
"He hopped and jumped all the way# We had to run to
keep up with him," said Bobby#
"The little white rabbit looks like an Faster bunny,"
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said Miss ^ite*
”Can we keep hlr In school for our Easter burmyt” asked
a little girl#
”CRn we, Bobbyf Can we, asked the other ohlldren#
Betty and Bobby said, ”Yes, yea. can keep hlrn for our
Faster fun.**
The children wade a neet for their Easter bunny. Ihey
gave hlro carrots and green things to eat. They gave hlai
water to drink. The little white rabbit was happy to be in
school. And the children were happy, too*
One day, when the children crane to school, they all
brou^t eggs with them. Then the children painted the eggs—
rod, and blue, and yellow, Vliat beautiful Easter eggs they
made. One boy made a big box to put the eggs In. He painted
the box green and yellow. Then all the children cut up some
green grass* They put the green grass In the green and yellow
box. And Into the green and yellow box the children put their
Faster eggs.
Can you guess what the Easter bunny wanted to dot Yes,
he wanted to give the Easter eggs away to the children’s
friends.
The childi'cn put a rope about the box and the little
white rabbit. Hop, hop, ^unsp went the Easter bunny. Away lie
went and away went the box of Easter eggs. Away went the
children, too. The Faster bunny, the Easter eggs, and the
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happy children went out of school aiid down the street#
The Easter bunny stopped here and stopped there# The
children gave the Easter eggs to all their friends on the way#
It was fun to have an Easter bunny to help then give away
their eggs at Easter tine# V/hat a happy Easter for Betty and
Bobby# And for all their friends, too#
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"A picnic J A picnic*"’ called Sue and Johnny* are
going on a picnic today* DonH you know that it is the first
day in Ka3r?”
The children with then stopised playing* They wanted to
know all about the picnic* Maybe Johnny and Sue would let
them gOf too*
*^?/here are you going to have the picnic?’* asked Dick*
’*And vihat are you going to do thero?” asked Nancy*
’’May we all go, too?” asked another girl*
”0h yes,” said Sue* ”7he more children at the picnic,
the more fun we can have.”
”We are going to make a lunch and take It to the woods*
After we eat our lunch, we are going to pick oome flowers In
the woods,” said Johnny*
”Then we will place the flov;ers on the head of the girl
w© pick to be queen of the Kay,” said Sue*
”Oh yea, I know about a picnic on the first day of May,”
said Dick* ”Ky mother told me about it. Children always sing
and dance then, too* They dance around a May pole* Can v/e
do that, too?”
”Yea,” said Sue. can sing and dance around a May
pole* But first wo must get ready* Johnny, you and the hoys
make the May pole* The girl a will make the lunch for the
picnic*”
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The girls had to hurry to make tlie lundi* They had to
make sandwiches, and put them In the plonio box. They put
apples^ oocdclea, and cake Into the plcnlo box, too# They put
In many good things to eat# Soon, the picnic box was ready#
The boys were making the hay pole# They to<^ a long polo
and put many i«d and blue and yellow streamers «^round and
araind the pole. There was a streamer for every boy and
every girl# The children v.ould take the atresmers in their
lumds and dance nrotmd the May pole#
The boys took the May pole with all the streamers on it*
The girls took the plcnlo lunch# Off to the woods they went
for their May Day plcnlo.
V’hen ttiey got to the woods, the girls opened the plcnlo
box# All the boys and girls had sandwiches and apples,
cookies and cake for their picnic lunch# How good it was#
Then the boys put the May pole In the grass# All the
streamers on the May pole waved and waved# The girls picked
little Mayflowers in the woods# The Mayflowers were ready to
place on the head of the Queen of May#
Then Sue and Johnny, Kancy and Dick, and all the chil-
dren took the streamers In their hands*
"Sing and dance all the day
Lot us find the Queen of May," sang Johnny#
All the Children danced around the May pole# The
streamers from the May pole were In their hands*
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’’Let ?5u0 be the Queen of May,” said one girl.
"Yes, let Sue be the Queen today," said Kanoy.
Then the children picked up the Mayflowers* They put
then: around Sue’s head to make her look like a queen* How
beautiful Sue looked* All the children danced around her,
singing*
"Sing and dance all the day
Sue Is the Queen cf May."
Soon the gJrls and boys got ready to go homo. As they
wortced they sang,
"Sing and dance all the day
Sue is tl-ie Queen of May."
The boys took the May pole. The girls took the plcnlo
bojc. Sue walked first. She had the Mayflowers around hor
head, for she was Queen of May. The other children walked
after Sue. All the way home they sang,
"sing and dance all the day
Sue la Queen of May."
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Soon It will be Flag Day# Do you knoa how; we got our
first flag? Onoe some men In our country said^ "Let us have a
flag*" It had the same red, vihite, and blue as our flag to-
day, but It did not look just the same#
George Tfashlngton and some other men made a picture of
the flag they wanted*
"It must have thirteen stripes," they said* "One stripe
for each colony* They must be red and white stripes* And
there must be thirteen white stars on a blue field# One star
for each colony* Thirteen stars for thirteen colonies*"
"\Tho will raalre this flag for us," asked on© man*
"I know just the one to do it," said another man* "It
Is Betsy Rosa. She can make many things* Maybe she can make
the flag I"
George Washington and the other men took the flag they
wanted to Betsy Ross*
"How do you do," said ?*?rs. Ross* "v^at can I do for you?*
have come to see If you can make a flag, Betsy Ross,"
said George Washington* "Here is how v/e want it to look*"
Then ho gave her the picture of the flag* It had thir-
teen red and white stripes. And It had thirteen white stars
on a blue field*
"How fine It looks," said Mrs* Ross* "But there ere six
points in each star* There sliould be five points In each
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we know thfit," said George Washington* **But a star
with five points Is too hard to nakei"
”It Is not too hard to twko," said Betsy Hosa*
Snip, snip, snip went Betsy Boss* Snip, snip, snip* She
cut this way and she cut that way*
”See the star with five points,** said the men* "Our flag
w'lll have stars with five points*"
The men went away* Pay after day Betsy Ross worked on
the flag* She worked and worked* How bard she worked J First
a red stripe ard then a white stripe* Seven red stripes and
six white stripes* Then she put thirteen white stars around
the blue field* How fine It looked*^red, and white, and blue*
George Washington and the men cane back to Mrr* Foss*
house*
"The flag is rea<%j" said Betsy Rosa* "Do you like Itt"
"Yea, oh, yes* It Is a bemitlfVil flag* It is the first
flag of cnir country," they said*
Soon there ware many flags Just like the first flag* The
flags waved and waved* They v'aved over houses and schools*
As our country got bigger and bigger, new stars were put on
the blue field* Do you know how many stars are on the flag
now?
Words Kot on the List
Betsy 7 Rosa 10 colony 5 snip 6
George 6 Washington 5 stripes 8 thirteen 7
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C. VOCABDLABY OF THE STORIES
Taken from the Primary Word List
of the Boston University Educational Clinic
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and 262 he 80
Betty 32 here 9
big 44 la 39
Bobby 27 It 65
ocnne 21 look 22
down 12 Mother 32
Father 20 run 9
get 9 see 19
go 29
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the 377
Pre-Primer II
a 97 his 16
are 23 house 24
at 37 I 41
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can 48 jump 24
duck 2 me 9
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going 9 oh 10
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help 9 play 9
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about 10 fun 15 may 8 toll 9
all 67 got 14 must 11 thank 6
am S Grandmother 11 my 7 that 25
ask 1 had 27 no 9 them 16
asked IS happy 17 now 15 then 29
beat 1 have 27 of 32 there 18
birthday 7 helped 2 open 2 they 69
book S2 her 7 party 15 time 11
boy 49 him 17 played 2 today 2
but 19 home 8 please 1 told 2
oake 4 how 30 presents 8 toys 3
call 1 Jack 22 put 54 us 8
called 9 Jane 18 read 14 was 44
came 19 Jim 16 ready 8 went 43
coming 1 jumping 1 running 1 were 21
day SO know 23 she 18 what 32
did 25 like 36 elng 7 yellow 20
do 24 little 37 so 6 yes 18
find 10 looked 23 story 2 your 6
from 6 make 25 take 7
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after 6 door 12 many 5 stay 2
again S eat 10 men 8 stop 2
an 4 family 4 morning 6 stopped 8
another 6 fast 6 Neuioy 11 street 4
as 5 fine 9 new 10 Sue 16
away 19 flag 19 nlf^t 12 surprise 2
back 14 friends 4 one 19 Susan 24
beautiful. S funny 9 other 10 Teddy 9
bed 4 girl 58 our 14 their 27
before 5 give 4 out 7 think 1
bigger 2 Grandfather 11 over 2 this 16
bird 8 grass 5 painted 2 too SO
black 2 green 6 pick 4 tree 2
blue 24 horse 22 picnic 16 two 7
box 14 hurry 1 place 4 very 1
brother 4 If 2 rain 10 want 14
brown 2 into 8 ran 10 wanted 14
by 1 Johnny 6 red 26 way 9
chair 1 Just 4 ride 12 when 11
children 65 keep 6 sandwich 2 white 25
could 9 laughed 9 sang 4 why 2
country 5 let 9 saw 4 wish 2
cut 6 liked 15 say 5 woods 6
Dick S long 6 sleep 10 work 24
doll 2 lunch 6 some 19 would 10
don*t 2 nan 6 soon 9
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Book II Level I
any 2 hard 8 ropes 1
bump 8 horns 1 same 2
oat 1 made 5 stick 2
drink 1 middle 1 water 4
gave 9 money 1 who 7
hang 2 once 2 woman 4
Grade II Level II
love 1
Grade II Level III
guess 1 rabbit IS sohool 11
Grade II Level IV
around 16 farm 1 six 2
boat »1 miss s skip 9
each 4 point 5 table 1
Easter 19 pretty 2 talk 1
9 round S train 15
Grade II Level V
field 4 hopped 16 picture 2
five 4 lot 1 should 1
flower 6 Mrs* S sun 15
window S
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Grade III Level VI !
dead 5 heart 8 seven 5
i
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1
i Grade III Level VII
drips 8 food 8 sail 18
earth 6 sad 10 star 12
valentine 15
SuDDlementary
along 11 Hallowe'en 11 pets 4
always 1 hands 5 rode 3
apples 16 happened 4 rolled 1
ball S head 4 stayed 3
balloon 1 himself S storm 2
brought 1 ice cream 1 tap 8
candles 1 Indian(s) 30 things 14
carrot 1 last 2 tired 2
Christmas 14 lived 1 took 9
climbed 1 log S tricks 4
cookies 10 maybe 4 tried 7
corn 12 met 1 tub 7
drum 1 more 3 wake 1
every 4 near 4 walked 5
fall 1 off 8 watch 2
first 12 or 4 wave 6
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ORIGIMAL HUMOROUS STORIES
FOR SEOOiro GRAUE
HELEM D. COirUSY

11.1
TA.BLE OP CONTENTS
Chapter I
Introduction
Chapter II
The Stories
The Happy Baker Man
The Goat*s Joke
Pumpkins and Flowers
Backwards Town
Susan's Ride
The Magic Bicycle
A Circus Surprise
The Train That Would Hot Gk)
Summer Pun
This is The End
Chapter III
Humber of Word Repetitions
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Before writing these stories, the
author inquired from librarians as to
the most popular humorous stories young
children were reading.
She also had Second Grade children
read their favorite humorous stories.
These stories are based on the Boston
University Educational Clinic Remedial
Reading Vocabulary. A supplementary
list from commonly used basal systems
is included.
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THE HAPPY BAKER MAN
Cream puffs and pumpkin pie,
Presh bread for you to buy,
G-ingerbread and birthday cake.
The best, they say, a baker can make.
Baker, baker.
This was the song the baker man sang as he came down the
road in his cart.
Children came out of the houses on their way to school.
Susan Brown called, ”I5r. Baker, my mother wants a pumpkin
pie. Here is the money.”
”Mr. Baker," called Teddy V/hite as he ran up to the baker
"my mother wants a box of cream puffs. Here is the money."
Dick Snow came along on his bicycle.
"Mr, Baker, ray mother wants a birthday cake. Here is the
money,"
"Oh, oh, oh, here I go. Now for the fun," laughed Mr.
Baker, the baker man.
He went to Susan Brown *s house and put a box by the back
door.
He went to Teddy White’s house and put a box by the back
door.
He went to Dick Snow’s house and put a box by the back
door.

Then with a smile up to his ears, the baker man jumped
into his baker cart. He went away singing:
"Cream puffs and pumpkin pie,
Eresh bread for you to buy,
Gingerbread and birthday cake.
The best, they say, a baker can make.
Ba-ker, Ba-ker"
"What is this?" asked Mrs. Brown when she found a birthday
cake, and not a pumpkin pie.
"What is this?" asked Mrs. V^hlte when she found a pumpkin
pie, and not cream puffs.
"What is this?" asked Mrs. Snow when she found cream
puffs, and not a birthday cake.
The baker had gone and the fathers were home from work.
When Mr. Snow saw cream puffs, he did not eat all of his
meat and potato. But he dj.d eat half a box of cream puffs.
When Mr, White saw a pumpkin pie, he ate two pieces
before you could say, "Little Jack Homer sat in a comer."
And when Mr, Brown saw a beautiful birthday cake, he
could hardly believe his eyes.
"Why, this is my birthday, mother," he said to Mrs. Brown.
"How did you remember?" Mrs, Brown smiled from ear to
ear.
The mothers looked for Mr. Baker, the baker man, eveiy
day after that
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But the baker was some where far away, smiling from ear
to ear and singing: .
”Cream puffs and pumpkin pie,
Ptesh bread for you to buy.
Gingerbread and birthday cake,
The best, they say, a baker can make,
Ba-ker, Ba-ker”
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SUPPLEMEHIARY LIST
quack 2
peep 2
cookies 1

THE GOAT’S JOKE
Jane had a new hat with red, white and blue flowers on
it.
One day Mother made a cake for Grandmother.
She told Jane to take the cake to Grandmother’s.
So Jane put on her red dress and hat with the flowers on
it.
Grandmother lived at the other end of town. She lived
near Over Hill Farm.
On the farm were cows, ducks, chickens, horses, pigs and
a goat.
When Jane got to the farm she could see all the animals
but not the goat.
So she put the cake and hat down in the field. Then with
a hop and a run, Jane went to find the goat.
The ducks went, "Quack, quack."
The cows went, "Moo, moo."
The chickens went, "Peep, peep."
Jane looked all around. She did not see the goat. So
she went back to get her hat and cake.
There was the goat with the red, white and blue flowers
in her mouth.
The cake crumbs were on her face.
Jane did not know what to do.

Then she saw pretty flowers growing in the field. She
put some on her hat, and went to her Grandmother’s.
”»Jy, what a pretty hat," said Grandmother. "I do like
the ftresh flowers on it."
Jane had to tell Grandmother about the cake and the goat.
Grandmother said, "I have some cookies for \is today. But
the next time you come, don’t let that sly goat play a
joke on you. Bring the cake to me, not to the goat."
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vegetables 2
bulbs 8
leaves 1
vines 1
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cowboy 2
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HJMHaKS AND FLOWERS
Betty and Bobby had blue eyes and brown hair.
They always played together. You see they were brother
and sister.
One day the children came home from school with great news.
In the fall, there was to be a vegetable and flower show.
Some men in the village stores were going to give
beautiful presents.
The presents would go to the children who had the best
flowers and vegetables in the show.
"Daddy,” said the children together, "may we plant a
garden?"
"I don’t see why not," said Father.
"Betty could grow flowers. I could grow pumpkins," said
Bobby
.
"Fine," said Father. "Betty may have the flower bulbs
in the basket. The basket is behind the bam door. You
may have the pumpkin seeds I have from last year."
The children put their arms around their Daddy. He was
surely a good Daddy.
Bright and early in the morning, Betty and Bobby went
out to plant their gardens.
Bobby had to remember that pumpkins must have a lot of
room to grow. So he went away over to one side of the
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garden, Betty put her bulbs near the bam.
The children were veiy busy. They had to put water on
their plants. They had to ptill out all the weeds.
One day lather took them to see the presents in the store
windows
•
Such beautiful things they saw,
Bobby and Betty thought they would like the live pets or
cow-boy suits best,
Bobby *s garden had come along fine. The leaves had come
out first. Then the vines got longer. Soon yellow flowers
came. When they fell off, little grean balls came.
But Betty »s garden did not grow like Bobby *s. Father
did not know what was the matter.
One day while the children were in school Father pulled
up one of Betty *s flower bulbs.
”I must show this to Mother,” he said with a smile.
How he and Mother laughed.
Then they went out to look behind the bam door.
They laughed again.
Father pulled out all of Betty’s flower bulbs. He put
in other flower bulbs he got from behind the bam door.
Then the day of the big show came, Betty had beautiful,
tall, red flowers,
Bobby had two pumpkins, three times as big as his head.
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How proud Mother and Father were when the two children
got presents. !They both took the cow-boy suits.
When the show was over, Father and Mother could not
keep the joke any longer.
Father said, ” Betty, where did you get the bulbs you
planted?"
"Why - by the window in the bam," said Betty.
Father smiled and said, "Those were onions. The flower
bulbs were behind the door."
"You did it, Daddy. You put in the flower bulbs. You
must have the present," said Betty.
Everyone laughed.
Father said, "Ho, Betty, you took care of both the onions
and flowers. Besides, I think a cow-girl suit would look
funny on me."
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SUPHiEMEKTARY LIST
backwards 18
com 2
dream 1

BACKWARDS TOWH
Johnny *s family had just moved to a nevi town. Johnny was
walking to his new school.
As he oame near the school house, he stood still. He
could not believe what he saw. Boys and girls were walking
backwards, yes, backwards, into the school.
One boy, just as big as Johnny, came over to where he
stood,
"My name is Dick," he said, "You must be a new boy in
Backwards Town. We do everything backwards here. Stay by
me today. I will help you."
Johnny liked Dick. Together the two boys walked backwards
into the school house,
"Morning good," said the pretty teacher, "anywhere down
sit,"
Dick and Johnny sat near the teacher.
As all the other children oame in, the teacher said the
same thing.
Then the children said all together: ZYXWVUTSRQP
ORMLKJIHGPEDCBA
They sang backwards suid said "The Three Besurs" backwards.
"This is so much fun," thought Johnny.
When it was lunch time, he ate backwards, too. Pirst he
had an apple, then his milk, and last, a sandwich.
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”Diok, I like this school,” said Johnny when they went
out to play.
”We like you, Johnny,” said Dick.
After school, the two friends walked backwards down the
street.
They saw the cars going backwards.
They could hear a cow mooing backwards, ”oom, oom.”
They saw a red fire engine going backwards down the
street. The firemen Ind their hats on backwards.
When Johnny saw a oat going backwards up a tree, he just
stood still and laughed.
What a dfunny townl
Dick left Johnny at his back door.
When Johnny saw Mother, he just laughed and laughed.
She had her dress on backwards, and her hair done backwards.
Mrs. White, a neighbor, came to tell her about Backwards
Town.
Johnny and Mother sat down. Mother had to heso: all
about the new school.
Johnny was laughing and laughing when suddenly Mother
called, "Johnny, Johnny, stop lauding. It is time to get
up."
Then Johnny had to tell Mother about his dream. How
she lauded

Johnny had to hui*ry to get to his new school on time.
Do you think Johnny found the new school as much fun as
the one in his dream?
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Donkey 17
hee haw 2
teiil 1
angry 10
purple 4
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SUSAir»S RIDE
Susan was a fat, little brown girl, in a sun suit. She
had big, big, brown eyes, and black, black hair. Her mother
thought that she was the most beautiful girl in all the land.
Susan was beautiful, but she was not beautiful when she
was angiy* She got angry, oh so angry, when she did not
have her own way. She sometimes would get so angry that her
face would turn purple-purple
,
One day little Susan’s good} big, fat, old black Mother
sent her to see good, big, fat, old Grandmother, When
little brown Susan got near to good, big, fat, old Grand-
mother’s, she saw a live, little, one-eyed donkey.
Little brown Susan was so happy to see a live, little
one-eyed donkey that she jximped up and down and all around.
Yes, she was very happy,
Susan had always wainted to ride on a donkey. Now she was
going to get on. So little brown Susan took hold of the
rope arotmd the donkey’s neck. She took the donkey over to
a stone wall. Then she got up on the wall and climbed on
the donkey’s back. How proud she was to be on a live donkey.
She was so proud that she would not get off even for a big
ice cream sandwich.
Susan pulled on the rope and said, "Get up there donkey,
get up,"
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The little old donkey danced right dovrn the road, right
by good, old, fat Grandmother s , right by the little old
school house, right down to where the trains come in.
Then little old donkey stopped. He stopped right where
the train goes. He would not move. He would not move to
’ the back, to the front, or any which way.
Poor little Susan got so angry, so very angry. She
pulled on the rope and pulled on the rope. She hit the
little old donkey in the sides with her feet and she hit
him in the sides about a hundred times. But little old
donkey would not move. No, He would just stand there and
shake his little old head and wag his big, old, long ears.
Then he would say, ”Eee-haw, Hee-haw.”
Then little brown Susan was so angry that her face turned
purple-purple
•
She took hold of the little old donkey *s tail and pulled
and pulled. But no, little old donkey would not move one
little step.
Then away off, angry little Susan could hear a noise,
the noise of a train. Yes, a train was coming.
She must get off little old donkey. But she could not
get down.
Just then little brown Susan thought about the pony in
her story book. He wotild not go. She would do what the
children in the story did.
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So she whispered in the little old donkey »s ear,
"Please, please, pretty please, please, I»m not angry
with you. Please go,"
At that last please, just as the train was coining around
the comer, the little old donkey pulled up his ears, let
out a big hee-haw and went back to good, old, fat Grand-
mother's house.
He went right up to the stone wall so Susan could get
off.
Little brown Susan was so happy, so very happy to get
off little, old, one-eyed donkey. She was never angry at
the little old donkey or anyone, ever again.
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THE WiQlO BICYCLE
Billy was a very happy boy but for one thing, he could
not skip.
He could hop like a rabbit and go along like a horse.
But he could not skip.
One day Teddy, Jack, Bobby and Dick were all skipping
down Shoemaker Street. Billy was running along beside
them. When they came to the comer of Shoemaker and Green
Streets, they saw a lot of people by Bing*s Toy Store.
The boys pushed up to the window. !Pheir eyes got big
when they saw a red and yellow bicycle. But their eyes
got bigger when it began to move. Suddenly all the spokes
changed to many different colors. There was red, orange,
yellow, green and blue.
A piece of paper on the bicycle said, "For the boy who
can hop, run, and skip around the Village Green in ten
minutes .
"
"Oh, I can win that," said Bobby.
"Oh no, that is for me," sang out Jack.
"Come on, let us have a race aroxind the Green now,"
shouted Teddy.
Mean old Mr. Sneeze was standing there. He whispered in
Billy *s ear, "Too bad for you, Billy. Too bad you can not
skip."
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Billy turned away from the window. He walked to five
Shoemaker Street where he lived. He sat on the steps
thinking what he could do.
Suddenly he jumped up. He knew he must try and try to
skip. You see Billy wanted to get that bicycle with the
magic spokes.
He would try and try to skip but his feet would only run
Soon along came Big Jim, the policeman.
”Well, now what new dance is that, Billy?” asked Big Jim
”Danoe,” cried Billy, ”this is no dance I I am trying to
skip. I want to get that magic bicycle in Bing»s window,”
”Skipl Don’t tell me you don’t skip, my boy. Well,
well, you just watch me.”
With that Big Jim took two, just two big skips and down
he went with a bsing.
”0h me, oh my,” laughed Big Jim. ”I was going to show
you. Just help me up, I guess you will have to get one
of the boys to show you. I hope you win that bicycle I"
Next along came Miss Snip, the dressmaker.
”My, my Billy, what are doing?”
”Skip," said Billy still jumping up and down the walk,
”Skip," said Miss Snip. ”I could skip very well when I
was a girl. Let me show you."
At that Miss Snip took up her dress and went up and down
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the walk
If she did not try to skip with such long steps, she would
i
I
have been all ri^t. I guess for a minute, Mss Snip thought
she was seven years old again. With a long high skip. Miss
Snip went down.
When Billy went over to see if Miss Snip was hurt, she
called, "Young man, you help me up. Never talk to me about
skipping again."
Billy watched Miss Snip walk slowly away.
When Father came home and saw Billy trying to skip, he
said something to Mother. Mother smiled and said, "We
can try it."
In the morning when Teddy, Jack, Bobby and Dick called
for him, Billy »s mother said he was over at his Aunt
Betty’s for a few days. He would be back for the race.
The big day came at last, everybody in town was at the
Pair. Teddy, Jack, Bobby, Old mean Mr. Sneeze, Big Jim,
Miss Snip. Yes, Billy and his Mother, Father and even
Aunt Betty were there, too.
When it was time for the hop, run and skip race, all the
boys were ready. Old mean Mr. Sneeze came up to Billy in
a mean way and said "Ha, ha, too bad Billy, you can’t win
that bicycle. You can’t skip. Ha, haJ"
Billy only smiled and said nothing. That smile could mean
only one thing.
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The ruiJJiing race was on, Billy ran so hard and fast that
he went around the Village Green in just three minutes,
way ahead of the others.
He came in first in the hopping race. But when it came
to the skipping race everybody thought surely Billy would
not win.
But look I Billy was skipping in quick, even, fast skips,
right around the Village Green, right past Teddy, Jack,
Dick and even Bobby, the best skipper in to?m.
Everybody was calling, ”Oome on Billy I Come on, you
can win. Come onl"
Even old mean Mr. Sneeze was not mean any more when he
saw what a good skipper Billy was. He was calling, along
with Big Jim, Aunt Betty, Mother, Bather and even Miss Snip.
Not only did Billy win all the races, the new red and
yellow bicycle, but he had learned how to skip. We never
did find out how. I guess it was just from trying hard.
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SUPPLEI^NOARY LI ST
circus 2
ladder 2
wagons 2

A CIRCUS SURPRISE
The circus had come to town. Tom and his friend Dick
had run errands and raked leaves so they could make money
to go.
As the two boys were running to the circus grounds, they
stopped to see the animal pictures. There, up on the big
board was a bear going up a ladder. A lion had his big
mouth open. An elephant was doing a funny trick.
Tom»s dog Rusty, ran right up to the lion and barked and
barked. The boys laughed and called, "Go home. Rusty, go
home. You can’t come with us today."
Then they ran on to the big show. They got an ice cream
sandwich before they went into the show.
"Look at all the people," said Dick.
Just then everybody began to lau^, A funny clown came
running out. He had a big, red nose and a white face. He
had a little black umbrella over his head. Another clown,
looking like a policeman, came running after him.
Everybody thought the clowns were funny.
Then a man with a tall black hat and a red coat, came out.
"You will now see our wild animals do tricks," he called.
The animal wagons were pulled in. The animals were let
out of their wagons. A man with a stick made the animals
do tricks. The lion jumped on a big drum and went around
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The bear went up a tall ladder* He would not come down.
The man with the stick had to go up after him.
The boys liked the trick of the bear best,
Next came a tall, tall clown with big feet. He was
pulling a little pig with great, great big feet. The clown
would stop. Then he would take off his little green hat
with a long feather on it. The little pig would stop.
Then he would shake his great, great big feet,
”What a funny little pig I” thought Dick,
The little pig began to shake his left foot, then his
right foot. The clown just pulled and pulled. But then
the little pig began to shake himself all over. He was
half out of his suit.
”Diok!” called Tom, ”that pig looks like Rusty.”
”Look, it is Rusty,” csdled Dick.
The little pig was really a dog,
”Here boy, here boy," called Tom,
When Rusty heard Tom call, he started to pull away from
the clown.
The clown fell over the dog. Then he got the dog by two
legs. The dog’s suit fell off. All the people laiighed and
laughed
,
Then the clown ran out with Rusty under his arm.
After the show, Tom and Dick went to find Rusty, They

saw him eating a dish of ice cream, Tom called to him.
Rusty ran to Tom and jumped all over him. How happy Rusty
was to see Tom.
1-0
On the way home
You surely made a
Rusty let out a
Tom said, "I was proud of you, Rusty,
good pig dog,"
bark as if to say, "Thank you."
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THE TRAIN THAT WOULD NOT GO
Billy got a beautiful black train for his birthday.
He called in his two friends, Teddy and Jack, to see the
present.
”What a trainl" said Jack.
"Let me see it go I" said Teddy.
Billy put the plug in, then turned on the switch.
The three boys did not take their eyes off of that train.
But, the train did not move.
Billy turned the switch off, then on. Still the train
would not go.
Billy and the boys could not believe it.
"What could be the matter?" said Billy. "The train went
last night."
He could hear Dick, the errand boy, do?m in the kitchen.
"Maybe Dick could help," thought Billy.
The three boys ran down the back stairs. They talked
so fast, that Mother thought surely the house was on fire.
Mother and Dick went up the stairs with the boys behind
them.
Bjlly pointed to his train.
"It just won*t go, Dick," said Billy.
Dick had to disappoint the boys . He could not stop to
look at the train. Mrs. Green had called three times for
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eggs to make a cake. Dick had to hurry right over to Mrs.
Green's.
Billy was just about to try again, when old Mr. Bing,
the mail man rang the bell.
The three boys ran down to open the door.
”Mr. Bing, oh, Mr. Bing," called Billy. "Please help us.
I can not make my train go."
"Well, well, that is too bad," said old Mr. Bing. "I can
not help you, but I guess Bobby can. He works on trucks
and oars, you know."
Billy called Bobby on the telephone.
He was over before you could say, "One, two, three."
Bobby had a box full of about a hundred things. There
were nails, hammers, can covers, pencils, pieces of nickel,
a rope, a oai* jack. There were more things than you could
name.
As Bobby was looking over the train, a little three year
old was coming up the stairs. He was Johnny, Billy's
little brother.
"what are you doing, Bobby?"
"Where did you —
"
"Just a minute, Johnny," said Bobby with a big smile.
"One tiling at a time. I oame to see why this train can
not go. Can you help me, Johnny?" asked Bobby,
Johnny gave Bobby a little black thing he had in his suit.
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"Just what I need, Johnny," said Bobby with a big smile.
"Bow 1*11 put it in like this, tum the switch 3 ike this,
and there she goes like that."
The children and Bobby sat there and saw the train go
round and round and round. They all were smiling. Billy
had the biggest smile of all.
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SUMMER PUIT
Mr. Bing was a friend of all the children on the street.
He always liked to hear about their summer fun.
One day at the end of the summer, Bobby, Jack and Betty
were at Mr. Binges house.
This is the story Betty told.
”I went fishing with Daddy. We went out in a little
boat. We sat and sat and sat, but no fish did we get.
When it was about time to go home, I said, * Daddy, a big
fish is on my hook. Let me pull it in myself.* I pulled
and pulled and pulled. The fish I pulled up was an old
shoe •
"
Everybody laughed. Mr. Bing said that he could just see
the look of surprise on Betty »s face when she pulled up the
old shoe.
Jack had been to a show.
This is the story he told.
”1 saw a monkey riding on a horse. The monkey had on a
cow-boy suit.
Soon the horse ;)umped around. He pulled this way and that.
The monkey still sat on the horse.
People roared and screamed every time the horse jumped
and pulled.
At last the horse stopped. !The monkey jumped down. He
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took off his oow-boy hat and went out with the horse."
"I wish I had seen that," laughed Jack.
"Well, well," said Mr. Bing, "I want to hear more."
So Bobby began his stoiy.
"I was on a big boat. When the boat stopped to let people
on, I could see the men take on and off big boxes. One
time two big boxes fell into the water. The men could not
reach them. Soon the boxes began to float away.
A funny little man near by, jumped in. He pushed the
boxes back.
The men let down a rope. The funny man put the rope
around the boxes, one at a time. The other men pulled up
each box. Then they pulled up the funny man."
"?/hat were in the boxes?" asked Jack.
"I say ducks," laughed Betty.
"I never found out , " said Bobby
.
"Come back again soon," said Mr. Bing with a friendly
smile, when the children were going. "I want to hear some
more about your summer fun."
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THIS IS THE END
When Jill went to see Annt Betty and Uncle Bobby ahe never
would know where to find things
.
She would look for the bird that sang, in the kitchen.
She would find him on the porch.
She would look for the wastebasket under the table. She
would find it by the umbrella stand.
She would look for the doll with feathers in her hair
on the little chair. She would find her by the telephone
stand.
Uncle Bobby could not find his things when he came home.
He would look for his old cap behind the kitchen door.
He would find it in the bam on top of his snow shovel.
He would look for his little old chair by the kitchen
window. He would find it upstairs in the bedroom.
It was just like a game to Jill, But Uncle Bobby would
shake his head and say, "This is the end."
Aunt Betty would just say, "I like to move things around.
I like to see how things look in different places."
Well, this went on for some time. Then one day Aunt
Betty went to get a turtle for the fish bowl. Uncle Bobby
said to Jill, "Now we will change things." So they put
the pictures back to on the wall. They put the flowers in
the short wastebasket. They put the wastebasket on the

1'K9
table. They did more things too.
When Aunt Betty came in, she did not know what to say.
Uncle Bobby laughed and said, ’’You like to put things in
different places. Jill and I thought we would too."
"My what a change , " laughed Axmt Betty
.
When the things were put back in place this time, Aimt
Betty said, "This is the end."
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irUMBER OP WORD REPETITIONS
il*e Primer I
Word Preqnenoy Word Prequenoy
and 51 is 21
Betty 26 it 20
big 32 Jim 5
bing 9 look 10
Bobby 30 mother 17
come 12 nin 4
dovm 15 see 13
father 12 sit 1
get 16 the 149
so 9 to 85
he 62 up 16
here 9 where 6

HUMBER OP WORD REPETITIOHS
( Cent •
)
Pre Primer II
Word Prequenoy Word Prequenoy
a 101 house 7
are 2 I 34
at 8 in 43
bell 1
'
jumping 1
be 6 me 9
can 13 not 32
dog 4 oh 9
ducks 3 on 38
for 19 play 2
going 3 said 30
good 3 we 5
help 8 will 3
his 37 with 18
you 29
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FJMBER OF WORD REPETITIONS
( Cont •
)
Primer
Word Frequency
about 11
all 14
am 1
asked 4
best 6
birthday 9
book 1
boy (s) 14
but 13
oake 14
call 1
called 11
call ( ing
)
2
oaine 21
coming 3
day 8
did 15
find 4
from 4
Word Frequency
fan 4
got 10
grandmother 7
had 32
happy 6
have 8
her 18
him 8
home 4
how 7
Jack 5
Jane 12
Jill 4
jump(ed) 9
know 1
like 15
little 32
look(ing) 1
make 3
'
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mMBER OF WORD REPETITIOHS
( Cent •
)
Word frequency
Primer (Cont,)
Word Prequenoy
may 6 take 4
monkey 3 tell 5
must 5 thank 1
my 8 that 14
name 2 them 4
no 5 then 9
novf 4 there 9
played 1 they 35
please 7 today 3
present 2 told 3
presents 4 toy(s) 1
put 14 us 2
ready 1 was 18
running 3 went 20
she 28 were 16
so 7 what 18
store ( s
)
4 yellow 3
stoiy 2 yes 2
your 1
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HUMBER OP WORD REPETI TTORS
(Cont.
)
Book I
Word frequency Word Frequency
after 4 could 27
again 5 Daddy 6
an 5 Dick 26
as 12 doll 1
away 7 don’t 1
back 12 door 3
beautiful 8 eat 2
been 1 engine 1
before 3 family 1
bigger 1 fast 1
bird 1 feet 5
black
.
8 fine 2
blue 4 fresh 4
box 6 friend(s) 3
brother 2 funny 9
brown 15 garden 3
buy 1 get 16
by 7 girl(s) 1
chair 2 give 1
children 14 green 7
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mJMBER OP WORD REPETITIOITS
( Oont
•
)
Book I (Oont,)
Word Frequency V/ord Frequency
hair 3 men 5
horse 5 milk 1
huny 1 morning 2
hurt 1 Mr* 7
if 2 new 7
into 5 new ( s
)
1
Johnny 13 night 1
dust 16 old 26
keep 1 one 14
laugh 1 other 4
laughed 12 our 1
laugh(ing) 3 out 9
let 9 over 7
liked 2 penoil(s) 1
live 3 place ( s
)
3
live(d) 3 porch 1
long 3 race 3
lunch 1 races 1
man 8 ran 4
msiny 1 red 9
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HUMBER OP y/OKD REPETITIONS
(Cent
.
)
Book I (Cont.)
Word Frequency V.ord Frequency
ride 1 their 10
road 2 think 3
sandwich 2 this 18
sang 3 three 9
saw 17 too 7
say 8 to?m 9
shovel 1 tree 1
singing 4 two 5
sister 1 uncle 5
some 5 under 1
soon 5 very 2
stay 1 want 5
stop 4 wanted 1
stopped 1 way 3
street 5 when 30
surpii.se 1 white 5
Susan 5 why 4
Teddy 6 would 2
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HUMBER OF WORD REPETITIOITS
( Cont •
)
BOOK II LEVEL I
Word Erequenoy Word Erequenoy
any 3 lion 2
bear(s) 4 made 3
Billy 32 money 4
bowl 1 pig 8
bread 3 pig(s) 1
cat 1 plant 1
oow 3 puff(s) 8
far 1 rope 6
gingerbread 3 same 1
goat 8 shoemaker 4
great 5 stiok(s) 2
grow 3 suit 6
hard 2 water 1
who 2
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(Cont.)
BOOK II LEVEL II
v/ord
along
always
animal
arm
around
ate
bad
bark
bark( ed
)
bam
behind
believe
bell
beside
bicycle
board
boat
both
bright
bring
Ibrequenoy
5
3
6
2
10
2
4
1
2
5
6
3
1
2
9
1
2
2
1
1
Word
busy
cap
care
cart
Erequenoy
1
1
1
2
change ( d ) 4
clown 9
coat 1
comer 3
cover(s) 1
cream 11
cries (d) 1
crumbs 1
dance 3
different 2
disappoint 1
done 1
dress 3
each 1
ear 7
early 1
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KUMBER OF WORD REPETITIONS
(Cont.)
BOOK II LEm II
Word Prequenoy Word Frequency
easy 1 full 1
end 2 game 1
errand(s) 1 goes 2
even 5 gone 1
ever 1 ground(s) 1
everybody 6 guess 2
everything 1 half 1
face 1 hard 1
fair 2 harddy
)
1
farm 1 head 4
feather(s) 2 hear 5
fell 4 heard 1
few 1 hill 1
field 1 hit 1
first 2 hold 2
five 1 hundred 2
float 1 ice 2
flower(s) 14 doke 3
found 6 kitchen 4
ftlend 3 knew 1
1
MUMBER OP WORD REPETITIOHS
( Oont •
)
BOOK II LEm II
Word
land
leam(ed)
leave ( s
)
left
longer
magic
matter
mean
mlnate
miss
more
most
move
move(d)
Mr.
Mrs.
maoh
near
neck
never
Preqnency
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
5
3
1
4
1
8
1
7
1
2
6
1
2
Word
new
nickel
noise
nothing
of
off
only
or
paper
people
picture (s)
piece
pieces
policeman
poor
pretty
proTid
pull
pull ( ed
)
pull(ing)
Prequency
7
1
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1
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)
BOOK II LEVEL II
Word Erequency Word Erequenoy
pumpkin 11 sister 1
quick 1 skip 15
rabbit 1 skip(s) 2
reach 1 sly 1
remember 1 smile 6
ri^t 6 smile (d) 3
roar(ed) 1 smiling 2
room 1 sneeze 3
rope 6 snow 4
round 3 something 1
sat 11 sometimes 2
school 6 song 1
soream(ed) 1 stairs 1
seen 1 stand 1
sent 1 stand(ing) 1
seven 1 start ( ed
)
1
shake 2 steps 1
shoe 2 still 4
short 11 stood 3
show 10 such 1
side 1 suddenly 3

MJMBER OF WORD REPETITIOUS
(Cont,
)
BOOK II LE7EL II
Word
STimmer
sun
surely
table
talk
tall
Rrequenoy
4
1
4
2
1
3
telephone 2
ten 1
than 1
things 14
those 1
thought 7
together 4
took 6
top 1
train 14
truck 2
try 7
Word Prequenoy
try(ing) 3
turn 1
tum(ed) 6
turtle 1
umbrella 2
upstairs 1
village 4
vines 1
wastebasket 3
watch 2
weeds 1
well 11
while 1
whisper(ed) 1
wild 1
window 5
young 1
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This chapter of imaginative stories is part of a
group project, written for children in the primary
grades. The vocabulary is based on the Durrell -
Sullivan Primary List and the Boston University
Educational Clinic Primary Remedial Reading Vocabu-
lary.
At the end of the chapter, words used in the
stories have been listed, together with the number
of repetitions. Where the variants used are differ-
ent from those given on the Burrell - Sullivan or
Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Remed-
ial Vocabulary lists, they have been checked against
the root word.
The v/riter wishes to express grateful
acknowledgement of the help and guidance received
from Dr. Helen Murphy during the course of this work.
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Grade One
The Best Mother
Kiiirny was a boy who lived with Mother, Father and Baby
Sister in a grass house in the jungle,
Kimii^y had the best fa;aily anywhere. That was why he was
sitting under a tree, thi -hieing.
"^AHiat can I give Mother for her birthday?" he was think-
ing. "She is the best mother anywhere so she must have a
present, VJhat can I give her?"
There was nothing at home. So Kimmy started to walk into
the jungle.
Soon he met a Python.
"Python Boy, I am looking for a present for the best
mother there is. Will you help me?" said Kiramy.
"That is just what I would like to do," said the Python.
"I will help you."
So Kimmy and the Python walked on in the jungle.
Soon they met a Crocodile,
"Crocodile Child, we are looking for a present for the
best mother there is. Will you help us?" said Kiirm^.
"That is just what I would like to do," said the
Crocodile, "I v/ill help you,"
So XinEiiy, the Python and the Crocodile v^alked on in the
jungle.
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2Soon they niet a tiger.
"Tiger Boy, we are looking for a present for the best
mother there is. Will you help us?" said Kimmy.
"That is just what I would like to do," said the Tiger.
"I will help you."
So Kirmoy, the Python, the Crocodile and the Tiger went on
I
1 walking in the jungle.
i
Soon they met a Leopard.
"Leopard Girl, we are looking for a present for the best
mother there is," said Kimmy, "Will you help us?"
"That is just what I would like to do," said the Leopard.
"I will help you,"
So Kimmy, the Python, the Crocodile, the Tiger and the
Leopard went on walking in the jungle.
Soon they heard a bang. They ran to the spot and there
was the biggest coconut they had seen.
"Oh," said Kim:ry, "What a good present for the best
mother there isl"
"Yesl Yes’," they all said. And they danced about the
coconut.
"How we will take it to the best mothers there is," they
said.
They all started for the coconut.
They all banged their heads on one another,
"Which mother is the best?" asked Kimmy.
"I'ly mother is the best mother there isl" they all cried.
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3"You said you were looking for a present for the best
mother there is. That’s mother," said the Python.
"No
,
it is my mother,
"
said the Crocodile
"No it i s my mother, said the Tiger.
"No, it is my mother, said the Leopard,
"You are all v/rong," said Kimmy. ">Iy mother is the best
mother there is and the present is for her."
Kimiiy started for the coconut.
"No, no I" they all cried.
They all climbed up on him to get the coconut.
"Stop I" said someone from the tree.
They all looked up in the tree. There was the oldest
monkey in the jungle.
"Who has the best mother there is?" said Kimmy. "You
are old. You can tell us."
"No one can tell you that," said the old monkey.
"Everyone thinks he has the best mother there is. And that
is a good way to think. Now get under the tree and I will
give all of you coconuts for your mothers."
The old monkey picked the coconuts. He let them fall,
one by one. They all picked up their cocnuts and ran home
to give them to the best mother there is.
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New Words and Number of Repetitions
coconut 8
crocodile 6
jungle 6
Kimmy 15
leopard 4
python 7
tiger 5
wrong 1
The Best Mother - G-rade One
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Jiniiiiy Meets a Jaguar
Did you ever meet a jaguar? Veil, Jimmy did.
He had been wanting to meet one. He had a new bow and
arrow but Mother would not let him go hunting. She said he
was too little.
He had been v;anting to meet a jaguar some day so he
could shovz Mother how grown up he was and how well he could
shoot his bow and arrow.
And here was a jaguar in the open place where Mother had
told Jimmy he was to play.
"Shall I run home?" thought Jimmy. "Ho, I think 1*11
stay." Mother will not let me hunt for jagua.rs, but if they
come where I am I cannot help it."
He took one step nearer the jaguar. How he could see
the black spots on the jaguar* s hide. The jaguar did not
move
.
Jinmiy took another step nearer. He could see the big
jaws of the jaguar. The jaguar did not move.
Jimmy took another step nearer. He could see the big
shining eyes of the jaguar. The jaguar did not move.
"\,/hy don* t you run, Mr. Jaguar?" said Jimmy. "Are you
afraid? Look. I have my bow and arrow. I could shoot you.

6Will you move nov/?"
The jaguar moved slowly hack to the woods*
Did you ever run after a jaguar? Well, Jimmy did.
Ke started to run. The jagua,r started to run. Jinury
ran fast. T?.e jaguar ran faster. Sut the open place v/as
round. So they ran around and around. Soon you could not tell
who was running after whom. They ran so fast that sometimes
the jaguar had to run hy Jimmy. Sometimes Jimmy had to run "by
the jaguar.
Then the jaguar got tired. He stopped to rest. This was
just v/hat Jimmy wanted. It was then that he shot the Jaguar
with his how and arrow.
Did you ever . eat a jaguar? Well, do you thinly: Jimmy did?
Jimmy had a long shiny knife. He went to the jaguar and
cut him into pieces. He must take some home to Ilother.
But first Jimmy ate all of the jaguar that he could hold.
There v/as still enough left for Mother. But Jimmy was sleepy
after all that eating and tired after all that running.
’’I'll just sleep a little," he said to himself.
And v/hen he waked up there v/asn’t a piece of the jaguar
anywhere.
"Someone must have taken it," thought Jimmy. "ITow I can
only tell Mother about it."
'AThen he got home Mother was getting dinner.
"How good that dinner looks," said Jimmy.
'
"You must he hungry," said Mother.
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"Ho, Mother, I met a jaguar."
"You did? V^hat did he look like?" Mother wanted to knov/.
"He v;as "brown, with "black spots," said Jimmy. "I ran
after him, too."
"You did?" Mother opened her eyes wide. "How did he run?"
""Very fast," said Jimmy. "But, "best of all, I ate that
j aguar
.
"You did?" asked Mother. "Hov/ did he taste?"
But Jimmy could not rememher. He thought and thought.
Still, he could not remeiriber how the jaguar tasted.
"Well, anyway," said Mother, "you must "be so full of
jaguar that you don’t want any dinner."
"I do want dinner," said Jimmy.
"Jimmy," said Mother. "Are you sure you did eat a jaguar
"Well, I’m not sure," said Jimmy,
\\rhat do you think?
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arrow 4
ate 2
bow 4
eyes 2
jaguar 29
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knife 1
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wide 1
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9Grade Two
Jack-in-the-Box Has a Plan
Preddie walked slowly into the living room,
"Mother, I’m going to "bed,"
Mother put down her hook and looked up, surprised,
"But this is the one day of the year when you can stay up
late. I thought you wanted to stay up."
"Yes," said Preddie, trying hard to keep av;ake. "But I
think I would like to get up early in the morning and play
with my toys,"
"Veil," laughed Mother, "I guess your new toys will he
glad Christmas day has come to an end. I’ll he up to say
good-night .
"
But Preddie never knew when Mother came in to say
good- night
.
No sooner had Preddie fallen asleep when there was a
terrible noise down stairs where he had heen playing,
Jack-in-the-hox moved his head around from his place on
the hall stairs to see what was going on.
Then he cried, "Stop it I No one can hear a word you say
when you all talk at once,"
The noise stopped. The red scooter stood up against the
wall
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"Look at me. Does Lreddie think I like to stay like this?
Anyone coining along here in the dark would fall over me. How
would I feel then? 1*11 never be happy in this house if he
does not find a place for me where that will not happen."
"That* s not so bad," the trains said. "Here we are all
over the place. People could fall over us, too."
Jack-in-the-box was talking again, "I*ve heard about
places like this. Before I came here, I v;as told that some
children make toys very unhappy because they are not careful
with them."
"I heard that, too," another toy was talking from the
doorway into the hall. It was the hammer. "I came in a tool
box. That's how I can always be kept safe when Preddie is not
playing with me. And just see where he left me. It's the
worst place of all."
One little train began talking. "Do you suppose children
are told how to care for us? Perhaps they don't know that v/e
are unahppy when people are hurt by us."
Just then an old ball rolled into the room. "Yes, they
are told how to care for us. I caine last Christmas and I've
heard Preddie* s mother tell him many times to put his toys
away when he stops playing. Sometimes he does remember. But
there are times when he does not remember. Then his mother
puts us away, if she sees us in time. Sometimes she doesn't
see us."
"And that's when things happen." Jack-in-the-box shook
or.
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his head slowly.
The hall went on, "It isn't just leaving us around that
we have to think about. I don't care what he does to me
but when he plays with me in the street I am so afraid.
Most of you don’ t have to think about that but the scooter
and I do .
"
"It would not be much fun for us if he got hurt and we
had no one to play with us. ’^(Thy don’t people tell Freddie
what may happen if he plays in the street?" the scooter
asked.
"They do tell him," said the old ball. "They talk about
it at school. They make pictures about it. They even have
plays about it, but sometimes Freddie just does not remember."
Jack-in-the-box looked down on them all. "Veil, what
can we do about it?"
They all thought and thought. Then the hammer said,
"Ve could go to some little boy who remembers better than
Freddie.
"
"Yes," said one of the trains, "but that would not
make Freddie happy. ¥e are supposed to make him safe and
happy."
"Perhaps it is better to make him safe than happy."
The scooter was thinking out loud.
The ball said, "You are right. But I like Freddie.
Ve inight help him. 2'Iaybe we can think of a way to make
him both safe and happy."
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All the toys looked up.
"Yes, yesl" they cried, "Surely we can think of a way,"
They were quiet for a long time.
Suddenly Jack-in-the-hox jumped up, "I have it
I
I have itl If we go to the places where we should he, he
will knov/ we don’t like to he left just any old place.
That may help him to remember to put us away,"
"That’s fine. But do you think it will help him to
remember not to play in the street with the scooter and
me?" asked the hall,
"I think so," said Jack-in-the-box, "If a hoy is
careful in one way, he tries to he careful in other ways.
Anyway, let us try it."
"Yes, yes, let us try itl" they all cried at once.
The toys v/ere all very happy as they climbed into the
toy box.
The hammer went to the tool box and called good-night
before he put dov/n the cover.
The scooter called, "See you in the morningl" as he
started for the back hall,
V/hen Breddie waked in the morning he hurried out of
bed and down the stairs, No, Jack-in-the-box was not
there. He looked around. Not a toy could he see.
"But it v;as a dream, wasn’t it?" thought Breddie,
"How did they get put away?"
I
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He ran out to the hall. The red scooter stood against
the wall. He ran to the hoy box and opened the cover.
"Why, you are all safe," he laughed, "Mother must have
put you there. You must not he afraid, old hall. I will
not play with you in the street again. And, thank you.
Jack, for thinking up a plan so my toys would not run away,"
Freddie thought Jack smiled, as if they had a secret
together.
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New Words and Number of Repetitions
dream 1
Freddie 15
plan 1
safe 4
tool 2
/
wall 2
worst 1
scooter 7
Jack-in- the-Box Has a Plan
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Grade Two
The Unhappy Gar
"I just don’t have any fun," thought the Old Car,
as he waited for his owner. "V/hy can’t I he happy like
other cars? There is a happy car now."
He watched a car full of children go hy. The
children were laughing and talking.
"I never carry anyone like that," he thought. "All
I ever have is a very old lady or a very old man.
Sometimes they hoth ride together, hut they don’t say
much and they never laugh."
The Old Car did not think at all about the man who
drove him. He never heard him talk. 'He might just as
well not have heen there. But someone had to make him
go and the very old man and the very old lady never did
that.
The Old Car knew that he had many fine things. His
owners kept him shiny. He had a lovely warm place to
stay. He was always ready to go out so there was nothing
v/rong with him for very long. Still, he was unhappy.
Out of a tall building came the very old man. He
got into the hack. The Old Car started off hut he was
unhappy all the way.

16
"I*ve carried that old man for so many years," the Old Car
was saying. "I should thinly he would he as tired of me as
I am of carrying him. I*ve always wanted a different life.
But it*s too late now. I’m too old."
That night the Old Car went into his lovely warm
house. In the morning they did not come for him at all.
He stayed there many days.
He was more unhappy than ever.
"V/hen I went out I could see the children, even if I
could not carry them, " he thought. "In here I'm no good
to anyone and it’s very, very quiet."
Many more days v/ent hy.
Then one morning a man he did not kno\-/ came into
his house. He got into the Old Car and drove av/ay.
After they had gone a little way, they went into a place
where many old cars were standing. This made the Old Car
happy
.
"I look much "better than these cars," he thought.
"Perhaps some family v/ith children will Buy me."
Every day cars v/ere taken av;ay but no one v/anted the
Old Car.
They looked at him because he was so shiny but they
always said he was too big. Then they would buy a smaller
car.
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One day two men came. They looked at his motor.
They said he was just what tley wanted. They took him away.
But that night they took him into a "barn and left him.
There wasn* t a child to he seen anyv/here. It v/as a had
night for the Old Car. He could think only of how happy
other cars v/ere v/ith. people laughing in them. He had never
carried anyone like that.
But in the morning a man came in. He looked so full
of smiles that the Old Car could not help hut feel a little
better. The man looked him all over. He got in and drove
slowly down the street.
They stopped where tv:o children were v;aiting. The
children got in’. They went on a little way. More children
got in. Soon the Old Car was as full of children as he
could he.
The children -were talking happily about the new school
bus. The Old Car almost smiled as he rolled dov/n the street
to the school. ITovz he was the happiest car in the city.
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Nev Words and NumWer of Repetitions
drove 3
wrong 1
The Unhappy Car

Grade Two
The Traidy-Cat Lion
Squirrel Boy looked around the tree at Jo Lion.
"But, v/hy don’t you play today?” he asked Jo Lion.
Jo Lion looked up. "I told you. I’m thinking."
Squirrel Boy moved his tail up and dov/n. "You have
said that every day this week. V/hat are you thinking
about?" I'layhe I can help you. It’s no fun playing alone."
Jo Lion shook his head. "You cannot help. Ho one
can help. But I’ll tell you because you are my friend.
Maybe you will not be my friend any more after I tell you."
Squirrel Boy came over to sit beside him.
"I like you, Jo Lion. I v/ill always be your friend.
You cannot say anything to change that."
"¥e will see. l^y father says he v/ill soon be too old
to be King of the Jungle. I should be the king then, but
Bather says he does not think the Jungle v;ill v/ant me when
they knov; what a fraidy-cat I am. He is going to tell them
all on the first bright night. I’m trying to think of
something I ca.n do that would be brave."
"\'/hy does he say you are a fraidy-cat?" asked Squirrel
Boy.
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"Because I don’t malce the Jungle people afraid of me.
He says they will never want me for their king." Jo Lion’s
head went down between his paws.
Squirrel Boy said, "If I like you, then others must like
you. I would not think about that, Jo. Would you mind
very much if you were not king?"
"It would be terrible for a lion princie not to be
king," said Jo Lion.
"Then I think you v/ill be king. Don’t think about it.
Don’t think about it." And Squirrel Boy hurried awa,y.
Jo Lion went to see his friends, the leopard family.
"Father Leopard, can you tell me something to do
that w'ould be very brave?" asked Jo Lion.
"bliat do you want to be brave for?" asked Father
Leopard. "Ve like you the way you are. Ilrs. Leopard
says you are the kindest lion she knov;s."
Jo Lion shook his head. "That’s not enough."
And he went away.
He went to the Chatter Monkeys’ home.
"Father Chatter Monkey, can you tell me something
to do that would be brave?" Jo asked.
"But w'hy do you want to be brave?" asked Father
Chatter Monkey. "We like you the way you are. We like
the way you think."
"It’s not enough," said Jo Lion.
And he went on in the Jungle.
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Soon he came to the place where the Spotty Giraffes
lived.
"Father Spotty Giraffe, can you tell me something to
do that would he hrave?" asked Jo Lion.
"Now, why do you want to he hrave?" asked Father
Spotty Giraffe. "You can he trusted and we like you the way
you are."
"It’s not enough," said Jo Lion.
/nd he went home to think some more.
But before he knew it, the bright night had come.
All the Jungle people had come to the Big Field. King
Lion sat in his place by the Big Tree. Ee shook the
branches to make the animals stop talking.
"Good people of the Jungle," he roared. "I have
called you together so you may choose who will he king
after me. Soon I will he too old. I wish to train
someone to take ray place when the time comes."
All the Jungle people said, "Yes, yes."
All the Jungle people rubbed their paws.
The king talked again. "Now v/e v;ill hear all the
hrave things you have seen so you v/ill knov/ better whom
you want for your king."
One animal after another stood up to tell about the
brave things he had seen some other animal do.
Then Squirrel Boy’ s father stood.
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"Oh, iling, there are other things which we would like
to have this company hear "before v/e say whom we want for
king .
"
"Let us hear them," roared the king.
Squirrel Boy ran over Pather Leopard' s pa.w,
Pather Leopard stood up. "Jo Lion is kind and
helpful. Ee often stays with our children while lirs.
Leopard and 1 go hunting for food."
Squirrel Boy moved his tail over Pather Chatter Monkey's
face
.
Pather Chatter Monkey stood. "Once the Chatter Monkeys
and the Brown Tail Squirrels were having a fight a"bout
who owned the trees of the Jungle. Ve asked Jo Lion what
he thought and he said no one owned the trees of the Jungle
"but everyone could clim"b them. Jo Lion is fair and just."
Squirrel Boy took the Branch that Pather Spotty
Giraffe was eating.
Pather Spotty Giraffe turned to speak. "I heard
Plat-Ear Elephant ask Jo Lion to go to Man's house one
day to see what they could find to eat. But Jo Lion said
he would not go "because that was not right v/hen they had
enough to eat already.
King Lion looked pleased. Then he called the name
of the oldest child in each Jungle family so the animals
could tell whom they w^anted "by holding up their pav/s.
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And v/hen he called, "Jo Lionl" every paw was up.
Every Jungle family said they would like a king
v;ho w'as kind and just and could be trusted, better than
a brave king. And they were not sure that Jo Lion wasn’t
the bravest of them all, a.nyv/ayl
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New Words and Number of Repetitions
brave 11
chatter 6
giraffe 5
Jo 22
Jungle 13
king 16
leopard 6
prince 1
trusted 2
The Fraidy-Cat Lion
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Grade Tv;o
Timmy Goldfish Plays a Trick
Timmy Goldfish v/as getting ready for school when he
thought of playing a trick on Mother Goldfish. Timmy was
always playing tricks on someone. Sometimes they were not
much fun for the ones he played the tricks on. But they
were always fun for Timmy so he did not seem to care.
"Mow," thought Timri^y, "I will put the pia,no outside
the house. Mother will try to think all day where it is.
If I hide it behind a stone, she may not even find it in
time for rne to play the piano today."
Getting the piano out was hard hut this was such a
hig joke that Timmy did not mind. Ke pulled the piano
out the door and behind a. big stone.
"When he came back Mother Goldfish v/as calling, "Timmy,
Tinmyl Where are you? You must hurry or you v;ill be late
for school."
"All right. Mother. I’m leaving nov/." Timmy smiled
to himself as he put on his cap a.nd hurried away.
On the way Timmy met the Guppy twins who lived near
him. John and Jim Guppy walked along beside Timny. They
were telling him about the new caps they had for their
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birthday.
"Oh, let me see them," said Timmy.
The tv/iris took off their caps and gave them to Tiimoy.
They should have known better because he wa.s^ always playing
tricks on them. But they did not think he would do anything
to their new caps.
As soon as Timmy got them, he tossed the caps up as
high as he could. They landed on the top of a tall plant.
Timmy laughed and laughed. Then he ran off to school.
But the Guppy twins had to stay and get their caps.
When Miss Starfish asked about the Guppy tvdns Timmy
never said a word.
"Mow," said Miss Starfish, "we will see how v/ell we
have learned our pieces on the piano. First they all
played together. Then everyone played alone.
After Timmy had played Miss Starfish said, "Timmy,
you must play in the contest that all the schools are having.
The contest is tomorrow afternoon and I have a new piece for
you to learn. You and Johnny Guppy are the only ones to
play for this school. Ve want one of you to v/in."
Timmy was very proud. He wanted very much to be in
that contest. He wanted very much to win.
"Thank you. Miss Starfish. I will learn the piece
today.
"
Just then the Guppy tv/ins came in. They had on no
caps at all, Timiriy thought they could not get them. He
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was feeling a little bad, but not very much. II
|i
l-liss Starfish talked to them about being late. -
They said nothing about what Timmy had done. They sat
dov.Ti quietly.
I
Then Miss Starfish told them about the contest. i
"I don’t know if 1 should let you play, Johnny, after
|
being late." I
Johnny said nothing, but he looked unhappy.
Then Miss Starfish said, "You have worked so hard
till nov/ and as this is the first time you have been late,
I think I will let you be in the contest."
Johhny Guppy smiled. Timmy smiled, too. If Miss
Starfish had said Johnny could not play in the contest,
Timmy would have to tell what he had done to Johinny and Jimmyi.
Now^, it was just a joke so he would not have to tell.
Timny stayed after school to talk over his piece
v/ith Miss Starfish. The Guppy twins hurried home.
V/hen Timmy came home he looked for the piano. Ee
must learn his piece. The piano v/as not behind the stone.
Timmy went into the house. The piano w^as not there.
"Motherl" he cried.
"Yes, Tinmiy," Mother came running to see what v/as
the matter.
"V/here is the piano?" asked Timmy.
"I thought you would know," said Mother, and she
smiled.
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"Mother, did you hide it?" said Timmy.
"No, Timmy. Are you playing a trick?" said Mother.
Then he told Mother how he hid the piano behind the
stone, just for fun. Nov; it wasn’t there.
"Oh," cried Timmy. "Hov; can I play in the contest?
I must learn my piecel"
"I don’t know, Timmy," said Mother Goldfish. "You
had better hunt for the pia.no."
So Timmy hunted. .All afternoon he looked behind
every stone he could find. All afternoon he could hear
Johnny playing his piano and learning his piece.
"I cannot ask Johnny to let me take his piano,"
thought Timmy. "Johnny must learn his piece. I cannot
ask Jimmy to help me find my piano because I played a bad
trick on them. Oh, v;hat ca-n I do?"
So he kept on hunting by himself, but he could not
find the piano at all.
In the morning on the way to school, Tim-oy sav;
Johnny and Jimmy on the other side of the street.
"You look unhappy, today," called Jim:^y. "bhy
aren’t you playing tricks?"
"Because I cannot play in the contest," said Tiiirny.
"I put i:ny piano behind the big stone yesterday. bTien I
got home I could not find it so I could not learn the
piece.
"
Jimmy only looked at Johnny. Johnny only looked at
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i Jimzay
.
Then they started talking together. "¥e took your
piano, TimiTiy.’'
Timiny only looked surprised, "You did?"
"Yes," said Jiiiuiiy, "¥e saw it when v/e Ccime home and
we thought v/e would play a trick on you to pay you hack,"
"But we did not knov; you v/ere in the contest, Timmy,"
! said Johnny,
"Ho. I made you late so you did not hear iliss
Starfish tell me,"
"¥e feel had about it, Timmy," said Johnny.
"That all happened because I played two tricks
yesterday," said Timmy, "I’m never going to play a trick
again, I’m sure you will win the contest for our school,
Johnny.
"
i,
i
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Uew Vords and ITumber of Repetitions
contest 10
goldfish 4
Ouppy 8
piano 18
Starfish 9
tossed 1
yesterday 2
Timmy Goldfish Pla,ys a Trick
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Grade Two
Duckling’ s Pond
Every day Horse came to drink in Duckling’ s pond.
That is, Duckling thought it was his pond, till Horse
told him different. Even then he v/asn’t sure that Horse
was right.
Duckling liked to have Horse come. He liked to talk
to him every day. That is, he liked to have Horse come
till the pond began to dry up.
"You are drinking all the water," said Duckling.
"Just see how it gets lower and lower every day. I thought
you were my friend. You are not my friend if you make the
water in my pond go away. Why don’t you find a pond of
your own?"
"This is j-ny pond," said Horse. "I came here long
before you did."
"Then v/hy don’t you stay in the pond the way I do?"
asked Duckling.
"Horses don’t stay in v/ater," said Horse. "They just
drink it. It would be silly for me to stay in the pond."
"Then that shows you don’t like it the way I do,"
said Duckling. "I play in the pond, I sleep in the pond,
I swim in the pond and I get v/hat I eat here. Then you
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come and drink it all up,"
"I’m not the only one that drinks here," said Horse.
"The birds drink here, too,"
"Yes, but they don’t drink much. You drink so much
water that I can see the pond get smaller as you drink."
"I cannot help it if I get thirsty. I must drink."
And Horse took a long drink.
"Go away’," cried Duckling. "It’s my pond."
Horse went right on drinking.
Duckling splashed water in his face.
Horse v/ent right on drinking. The pond got smaller.
The day after that Horse came back for a drink,
"You cannot drink," said Duckling. "There is just
a little water, I cannot swim if the pond gets any smaller,"
"I cannot help that," said Horse, "I must drink,"
Horse took a long drink. Duckling flew at him.
Horse went right on drinking. The pond got smaller.
"Oh, dear," said Duckling, "What shall I do? I
cannot sv:im in this little bit of v/ater,"
"You still have enough to drink," said Horse,
"Tomorrow there may not be enough for me to drink. Then
what shall I do?"
"Find another pond. This one isn’t yours, anyway.
You need a big pond," said Duckling,
"It may rain tomorrov/," said Horse, "Then we will
both have enough water."
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"Please don't come ‘back," Duckling called to Horse as
he went av;ay.
It did not rain. But in the morning Horse came again.
By nov/ the pond v/as so small that Horse could not drink
without getting mud in his mouth.
Duckling was crying. "You did this. You made the water
go away. I could he swimming nov/. But you drank up all
the water."
"Veil, don’t cry," said Horse. "Let us think v/hat we
can do .
"
"You can find another pond," said Duckling. "You are
hig. But I'm too small to go very far. Just leave me here
and go av/ay."
"I will not leave you here without v/ater," said Horse.
"Get on rjy hack and v/e v/ill look for another pond together."
The v/alked in the fields. They walked in the woods.
All the little ponds were dry.
At last they came to a hig pond.
Duckling was happy. "Hov/ I know you are my friend.
Horse. And there is enough water for hoth of us. This is
much better than the pond you drank up."
"I’m glad you are happy," said Horse.
He watched Duckling sv/im and splash around.
"Vhose pond is it?" Horse called to Duckling.
"It’s r*iy pond," said Duckling. "You found it for me
to take the place of the one you drank up. But I’ll never
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tell you not to drink from this one. Take all you want."
"Thank you," said Horse,
He took a long drink. The pond stayed just as "big
as it had "been before.
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Uev Words and Number of Repetitions
dry 2
low 2
thirsty 1
Duckling’s Pond
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Grade Three
Little Laughter and the Magic Bow
Little Lau^.t^ v/as a happy Indian child who lived
with her mother, Starlight, and her father, Big Eunter.
Because she was always laughing and happy, the other
Indians liked to he with her. They liked to have their
children play with her. This made Starlight and Big Hunter
very proud.
One morning Little Laughter had just opened her eyes
when she saw the Moon ilan standing just inside her tent.
"Good Morning, Little Laughter," said the Moon Man.
"The Moon People have heen looking for the happiest child
on Earth. How that we have found you, we give you this
present. It is a magic how which will always hit its mark."
The Moon Man put the how on the ground and went away.
Little Laughter ran to show her present to Starlight
and Big Hunter.
"How strange," said Big Hunter, "that a girl child
should get this beautiful present."
"Yes," said Starlight. "But it is our girl child who
has made all our people happy. Ve should he proud that
this girl child was given to us."
"May I hunt with you today, Eather?" asked Little
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Laughter.
"I don’t know what the hunters will say, hut with a
magic how, you must hunt.”
The hunters, hig and small, were glad to have
Little Laughter with them. She brought them luck. Not
only could they shoot their arrows better, hut Little
Laughter got so many animals that she gave one to each of
the hunters. From that day on, no one went without food.
One day Starlight called Little Laughter to her tent.
There, next to Starlight, was a tiny bundle.
"This is your brother. Little Laughter. His name is
Flying Arrow and someday he v;ill be a big chief. I am
happier now than I ever thought I could be.”
As Starlight spoke these words. Little Laughter
stopped amiling. She felt very sad. Her baby brother
had made her mother happier than she ever could.
She left her mother’s tent and sat by her own tent.
She would not play with the other children all that day.
When she went hunting the next day, her arrows would
hit nothing. The magic had gone out of her bow. She
never went hunting again and she did not laugh at all.
Soon Flying Arrow was old enough to run and play with
the other children. He was so happy and good that he
brought smiles to the faces of all the Indians again.
Everyone began to laugh again. But Little Lau^ter
did not laugh. She watched Flying Arrow win races with
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the "boys. She watched him shoot his arrows farther than
they could. She watched him grow stronger than his friends.
But she did not play v/ith Swift Arrow or care for him in
any way.
Now people were sad only when they looked at
Little Laughter. So they stayed away from her and tried not
to look at her. Only Starlight and Big Hunter were sad
half the time with Little Laughter. Then they v/ere happy
half the time with Plying Arrow.
One day when Little Laughter went to the river for water,
she looked over to the pathway and saw Swift Arrow standing
very still. She went over to see why he did not move.
There in the pathway, not far from Plying Arrow, was a
rattle snake. Now she knew she must act quickly. She took
up a hig stone and killed snalce.
That night before she went to sleep, the Moon Man
came to the door of her tent.
‘'The Moon People have been watching all these years,"
he said to her. "Now they feel you are ready to choose.
You may have the magic back in your bow or you may keep
your brother. The one you do not choose, I shall take back
to the Moon People. If you choose the magic bow, all will
be as it was before. You will be the loved one of your
people. If you choose your brother, he will need no magic
bov/ for he will be a great hunter. And he v/ill bring great
joy to the Indian people.
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Little Laughter thought of her bow. It jnade her sad.
Then she thought of her brother and how happy he had made
her people. She smiled.
"I choose my brother,'* she said.
"Your smile told he," said the Moon Han, as he picked
up the bow. "You showed your love for your brother today.
The Moon People know now that you v/ill really be happy
with him."
And the Moon Man v/ent av/ay.
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Hev; Words and Humber of Repetitions
arrows 10
bow 9
bundle 1
its 1
joy 1
strange 1
Little Laughter and the Magic Bow
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Grade Three
Brave Indian Boy
V/ild Rohin v/a.s a little Indian hoy who lived in the
Great Forest.
One day Wild Robin v/ent to India^n Mother to ask her sorae-
thing.
"Mother, what does it mean to be brave?" he asked.
Indian Mother looked dov/n at her little boy. "To be
brave is many things. I cannot tell you them all."
"Big Chief says it*s brave to hunt our enemy. Is that
the way to be brave?" said Wild Robin.
"That is one way to be brave," said Indian Mother.
"But wait till you are older. You will know how to be brave."
But Wild Robin could not wait. The next day he ca!ne
to Indian Mother with a rabbit on his shoulder.
"What’s that?" asked Indian Mother.
Wild Robin stood very tall. "I shot the rabbit to
show I am brave," he said proudly.
But Indian Mother shook her head.
"The rabbit was your friend. The rabbit trusted you
and you have killed him. That is not the v/ay to be brave,"
said Indian Mother.
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Wild Robin went away feeling very unhappy.
A few days later he cajne back to Indian Mother with
a young eagle in his hands.
"What is that?" asked Indian Mother.
"The eagle does not trust me. I shot him to show
I am brave," said Wild Robin.
Indian Mother shook her head.
"The eagle would not hurt you. Only those who would
hurt you are your enemies. There v/as no need to kill the
eagle. That is not the way to be brave. Wait till you
are older. You will know your friends from your enemies.
But Wild Robin could not wait to show how brave he
was. He now knew that he must kill a lion or a tiger.
His little bow would not shoot arrows large enough to
kill these enemies. How could he get a bow? He knew
Indian Rather would not let him take his bow so he did
not ask him.
That night he went to the place wlere Indian Rather
was sleeping and he took the bow. Then he started into
the forest to find a lion or a tiger.
Soon her heard a big noise in tie Great Rorest. He
dropped the bow and ran back to his tent. Wlien all vras
still again \*/ild F:obin ran to the pla.ce v/here he had
dropped the bow. There it was, broken. The hoofprints
of a buffalo told him who had done it.
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"Oh," thought Vild Rohin. "Now I cannot shov/ how
brave I am and Rather will knov/ I took his bow,"
Then he thought of something. Ke took the bow to the
place v/here he had found it.
In the morning Indian Rather asked everyone about
his broken bow'. No one knev; anything about it. Wild Robin
said he did not know how it v;as broken but he had heard
a buffalo near his tent in the night and he had gotten up
to make him run away.
Indian Rather said nothing, Ee sat down to make himself
a new bow. All day Indian Rather v/orked. All day Wild
Robin watched him. Ee was feeling bad inside but he could
not tell Indian Rather about the bow.
Near the end of the day, Indian Mother came out.
"Why don’t you look for v/ays to show how brave you are?"
she said to V/ild Robin,
Wild Robin started to cry.
"I C3.n never shov/ how brave I am," he said. "Last
night I v/as afraid,"
"Afraid of the buffalo?" asked Indian Rather,
"Yes," said Wild Robin, Ee v/as quiet for several
minutes. Then he said, "But today I was more afraid."
"What could you be afraid of today?" asked Indian Rather.
"You were with me all day."
"Yes," said Wild Robin, "I was afraid to tell you the
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truth.
"
Then he told them what happened to the hov;.
Indian Mother smiled. "I am unhappy that you took
the hov;, hut I am glad you told the truth. That is a good
v;ay to he hra.ve."
'•Mov/ that Wild Rohin has learned how to he hrave,”
said Indian Rather, "I shall take him hunting with me
tomorrov:. •'
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The Cat \v"ho Had Blue Eyes i:
Shan was the only cat for miles around w^ho had hlue ji
|i
eyes. That is v/hy he v/as so sad, I
Betty was the little girl who owned him. Betty did not |
care if he had blue eyes. But the other cats would not play i|
'I
with him, Shan was sure it was because he had blue eyes.
Vhy did he have blue eyes? Maybe the wise old Tiger
j
Cat v/ho lived down the street w'ith Mrs, \vhite would know.
He found Tiger Cat on l^irs. V,rhite’s doorstep. i
"Tiger Cat why am I the only cat for miles around with
blue eyes?" he said.
Tiger Cat opened her eyes and looked very -wise,
"If I tell you that, you will know as much as I do,"
she said. "Vait till you are older. I v/ill tell you then,"
! This made Shan sad, too. He was not v/ise and he v/as
i
not old. But he had blue eyes and Tiger Cat’s kittens would
not play v/ith him. Tiger Cat would not help him.
Alley Cat had no home. He lived in the alleys. But he
saw many things that other cats did not see. Maybe he would
;
tell Shan why he had blue eyes,
I
Alley Cat was running when Shan came near.
Shan said, "I want to ask you something."
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"Vhat is it?" said Alley Cat. "I’m lusy catching mice.
ITo one gives me anything to eat, I have to do the catching."
"I am the only cat for miles around with blue eyes.
Why is that?" Shan looked very sad,
"If that’ s all you have to be sad about, be off with
you. Now you have made me lose that mouse. It may take
a long time to find another."
And Alley Cat ran up the street as fast as he could go.
Persian Cat lived v;ith Mr. Waters in the big, old house
at the top of the hill.
Shan walked all around the big, old house at the top
of the hill. He could not find Persian Cat,
Shan had heard other cats say tha,t Persian Cat never
did come out v/ithout Kr. Waters, /nd she never talked to
other cats at all.
Just then someone came out for the milk. Shan ran
into the house.
He looked by the fire, Persian Cat v/as not there.
He looked in the kitchen. Persian Cat was not there. He
went up to the bedroom. There was Persian Cat right in the
middle of the bed,
"Mew," said Shan softly.
Persian Cat opened her yellow eyes. She looked
surprised when she saw Shan, She got up slowly and sat
I!
back, looking very rich and proud.
Shan let Persian Cat speak first.
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"V/hy are you here?" said Persian Cat.
"I am the only cat for miles around with "blue eyes.
I v/ant to know why. Can you tell me?" said Shan.
Then Persian Cat lay down on the hed again and closed
her eyes. Por a long time, Shan thought she would not talk
a^ain. But she did.
"I cannot tell you that," said Persian Cat. "But you
may tell the other cats that you have talked with me.
That should make you very happy."
Then she closed her eyes and Shan knew she would not
talk again.
Shan v/ent home, just as sa.d as she had heen before.
Several days latter, Betty put Shan in her basket.
I So Shan knew she was going to see friends. Shan did not
i
care. Bo cat w^ould play with him anyv/ay.
At the end of the trip Betty took Shan out of her
basket. The first thing he saw v;as another cat with blue
e?/es l And he looked very much like Shan all over.
"Why are you so sad?" said the Other Cat in a friendly
way.
"Because I thought I was the only cat for miles around
with blue eyes. Bo cat will pla,y with me. Bo cat v;ill
tell me v/hy I have blue eyes."
Then Shan told the Ctber Cat how he had gone to see
Tiger Cat, Alley Cat and Persian Cat.
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The Other Cat started talking. "They would not tell
you why you have "blue eyes because they knev/ you came
from a royal family. They were afraid it would make you
proud,
"
"V/hy should I be proud?" said Shan, "Wo cat will
play with me."
"That is because you are different from other ca.ts.
You like to do different things. And you have a pedigree.
"But Persian Cat has a pedigree, too. She is very
proud," said Shan,
"Your pedigree is higher. You come from the royal
house of Siam. You are Siamese, That is why you have
blue eyes."
Shan sat very tall . And from that day on he was
never sad again. But he was the proudest cat that ever
v/as
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New V/ords and Number of Repetitions
Alley 6
pedigree 3
Persian 11
royal 2
Shan 24
Siam 2
tiger 7
The Cat Who Ead Blue Eyes
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Vocabulary and Word Repetitions
Pre Primer I
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and 108
baby 2
Betty 4
come 11
dov/n 13
Pather 27
get 22
go 18
he 187
here 13
is 63
it 67
a 114
are 48
at 21
be 64
bus 1
can 25
duck 19
for 68
going 1
good 11
help 20
hi s 40
house 11
look 14
Mother 71
run 12
see 22
the 385
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in 82
me 37
not 99
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play 37
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will 55
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Primer - .betty and Bobby
about 27
all 66
am 15
ask 6
asked 19
best 17
birthday 2
boy 18
but 66
call 1
caJ-led 9
came 29
coming 1
day 28
did 41
do 28
does 12
find 12
from 11
fun 6
glad 4
got 13
had 46
happy 34
have 43
her 43
him 47
home 12
how 26
Jack 8
Jim 30
kitten 1
know 19
like 26
little 27
looked 25
make 14
may 13
monkey 9
must 18
my 25
name 2
no 30
now 29
of 57
open 7
played 6
please 2
presents 11
put 12
ready 3
running 3
she 48
so 35
take 11
taking 1
tell 27
thank 3
that 80
them 22
then 39
there 37
they 82
Tim 38
time 10
today 8
told 8
toys 2
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went 32
were 24
what 32
yellow 1
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your 21
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Book I - On Ve Go
after 15 hunt 16
1
some 11
aigain 13 hurry 5 soon 13
an 2 hurt 4 stay 11
another 9 stop 4
as 30 if 23 stopped 4
away 21 into 14 street 9
surprise 3
hack 13 Johnny 17
beautiful 1 just 28 their 10
bed 5 think 33
been 8 laugh 7 this 24
before 8 laughed 4 too 13
began 3 let 12 tree 8
bird 1 liked 5 two 3
blue 14 live 4
box 10 long 9 under 2
> brother 8
buy 3 man 15 very 22
by 11 many 9
milk 1 wait 7
car 22 morning 11 want 14
children 16 lYIr. 3 wanted 10
could 41 v/ay 33
cut 1 need 3 when 21
new 7 which 3
dinner 4 night 12 white 2
don’t 23 why 27
door 4 old 40 win 4
one 45 v/oods 2
eat 8 other 19 work 2
our 6 would 43
family 6 out 16
fast 4 over 11
faster 1
fine 2 pick 3
fire 1 place 11
flying 7
friends 3 race 1
rain 2
1
girl 5 ran 15
1
give 7 red 2
j
grass 1 ride 1
1
has 6 saw 7
1
having 2 say 14
high 2 sister 1
horse 27 sitting 1
hungry 1 sleep 5
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Book II - Level I
any 20
broken 2
cat 45
catch 2
drink 26
enough 12
far 2
gave 2
great 3
grow 2
hard 3
kill 4
lion 27
made 10
middle-sized 1
mouse 2
once 3
paw 5
plant 1
trip 1
waked 3
water 15
who 17
Compound Words
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Grade II
Words from Durrell - Sullivan Primary List,
Levels 3-4-5
Hot Already Used in Previous ijist
alDOve 1 feel 7 much 13
afraid 12 few 1
against 3 field 2 near 5
alone 2 forest 3 never 7
always 3 friendly 1 noise 3
animal 5 full 4 noon 3
anything 3
around 11 hear 7 often 1
hide 4 only 13
had 6 hill 2 or 4
basket 2 hit 2 own 6
beside 2 hold 2
betv/een 1 I’ll 6 path 2
bit 1 isn’t 3 pay 1
blackboard 2 it’ s 9 people 18
bright 2 I’ve 4 p erhap s 2
bring 1 piece 11
busy 1 j oke 2 pond 28
proud 9
cap 6 kept 1 pull 1
care 6 kind 2
carry 5 kitchen 1 quickly 1
change 1 knew 7 quiet 4
child 7
close 2 land 1 remember 6
company 1 large 1 rest 1
cover 2 last 3 right 8
cry 3 late 10 roar 2
learn 9 room 3
dark 1 leave 4 round 3
different 4 left 5 rub 1
done 3 light 1
lost 1 sat 6
each 2 love 4 school 11
ear 1 seem 1
early 1 magic 6 seen 3
end 3 matter 1 several 2
even 2 mean 1 shall 5
ever 8 meet 3 should 9
every 8 might 1 show 9
mind 2 side 2
face 3 minute 1 small 8
fair 1 miss 10 smile 3
more 1
-— most 1
mouth 1
move 8
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Grade II
smiling 1
snake 2
something 6
sometime 7
speak 3
stairs 3
stand 4
steps 4
still 6
stone 7
stood 8
strong 1
such 1
suddenly 1
suppose 2
sure 6
surely 1
talk 18
tall 3
taste 2
terrible 2
than 10
these 5
thing 5
thought 29
till 6
together 6
top 3
train 4
true 2
try 7
turn 2
warm 2
wasn’ t 6
watch 7
week 1
what ’ s 1
wild 17
wise 3
word 2
year 3
young 1
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Supplementary List
always 7
"ball 5
Dang 2
"because 14
"better 9
"biggest 1
"both 4
branches 2
brought 2
buildings 2
carefully 3
Christmas 2
climbed 3
cried 8
danced 1
elephant 1
even 2
fall 4
first 6
flat 1
flew 1
found 3
friends 9
hall 4
hands 1
happened 5
head 8
heard 9
himself 4
I’m 13
Indian(s) 28
jurap(ed) 1
lady 2
lived 3
looking 5
louder 1
maybe 2
met 6
mew 1
more 5
motor 1
mud 1
near 2
never 9
nothing 5
off 5
or 1
robins 18
rolled 2
secret 1
shining 1
shiny 3
shook 6
shoulder 1
silly 1
slowly 5
smiled 8
splash 2
spots 3
squirrel 11
started 11
stayed 3
swam 5
tail 2
tent 8
that ’ s 7
things 4
tiny 1
tired 3
took 16
tricks 9
toy 9
twins 6
walk 5
walked 4
well 10
wishing 1
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Grade 3
Words from Durrell - Sullivan Primary List,
Levels 6-7
Not Already Used in Previous List
act 1
choose 5
chief 2
earth 1
eye 19
farther 1
felt 1
food 1
hunter 4
inside 1
luck 1
mile 5
mark 1
moonlight 10
next 2
rattle 1
really 1
rich 1
river 1
shoot 5
star 5
trust 2
whom 3
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